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Control of Light-Induced Electronic Behavior at Interfaces of Hybrid Nanomaterials 

Suyog Padgaonkar 

 This dissertation explores ways to utilize physical parameters at the nanoscale interface to 

control the properties of mixed-dimensional heterojunctions (MDHJs). MDHJs combine the 

desirable properties of different classes of low-dimensional nanomaterials (materials that are 

quantum confined in at least one dimension). While MDHJs have achieved superlative 

performance for a variety of optoelectronic applications through this approach, they present even 

more opportunities to achieve emergent and exotic behavior. Because these low-dimensional 

materials have large surface-to-volume ratios, they are sensitive to small changes in their physical 

environment. This sensitivity can be leveraged to tune the properties of MDHJs by altering 

physical parameters at the mixed-dimensional interface. This dissertation focuses primarily on a 

few examples that develop a means to control over the rates and yields of charge and energy 

transfer between low-dimensional materials because this understanding is key to their future use 

in applications. The molecular orientation of organic molecules on the surface of a two-

dimensional material can control the lifetime of charge separation at the mixed-dimensional 

interface. Different wavelengths of light can control the photoluminescence of quantum dots by 

leveraging the change in the rate of charge transfer to bound photoswitchable ligands. The light 

harvesting ability of chemically-reactive black phosphorus (BP) is enhanced by utilizing energy 

transfer from a close-packed film of quantum dots through a protective encapsulation layer to the 

BP. Beyond developing control over rates of charge carriers across the mixed-dimensional 
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interface, physical parameters in MDHJs can be altered to achieve even more exotic phenomena, 

such as exciton delocalization, spin selectivity, and quantum emission, in MDHJs. Finally, beyond 

the fundamental understanding of the properties of MDHJs, this dissertation looks beyond the lab 

and describes the development of a science outreach program to explain current research to senior 

citizens and other voting-age populations, which is critical because the broad understanding of 

basic scientific research is key to a more informed society.  
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CR Charge recombination 
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DFT Density functional theory 

eT Electron transfer 
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FFM Furylfulgide methyl ester 

FRET Forster resonance energy transfer 

FDTD Finite difference time domain 

GSB Ground state bleach 
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HH Parallel polarization 

HOMO Highest occupied molecular orbital 
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ISC Intersystem crossing 
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MoS2 Molybdenum disulfide 

NIR Near-infrared 

nm nanometer 

NMR Nuclear magnetic resonance 

ns nanosecond 
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QY Quantum yield 
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SiO2 Silicon dioxide 

STEM Science, technology, engineering, math 

SwS Science with Seniors 

TA Transient absorption 

TMDC Transition metal dichalcogenide 

TRPL Time-resolved photoluminescence 

UV Ultraviolet 
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ZnS Zinc sulfide 

peak Peak wavelength 
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heterojunction (black) pumped at 510 nm, and the CuPc/MoS2 heterojunction (gray) pumped at 

705 nm. Fits to the kinetic traces of the heterojunctions yield one of the time constants for charge 

recombination of the CuPc+/MoS2
- state, 4.3 ± 0.9 ns.  (c) Kinetic traces from ns-TA spectrum of 

CuPc/MoS2 heterojunction pumped at 705 nm. A fit of this trace yields a second time constant for 

charge recombination of the CuPc+/MoS2
- state, 70 ns. .............................................................. 57 

Figure 2.9. (a) Normalized kinetic traces extracted at 730 nm (Q-band of H2Pc) from the TA 

spectra of H2Pc (pink), MoS2 (blue), and H2Pc/MoS2 heterojunction (black) films pumped at 510 

nm. A fit of the black trace yields a time constant for charge separation by hole transfer 

(H2Pc/1*MoS2  H2Pc+/MoS2
-) of 780 ± 100 fs. (b) Normalized kinetic traces extracted at 662 

nm from the TA spectra of MoS2 (blue), CuPc/MoS2 (orange), and H2Pc/MoS2 (pink) pumped at 

510 nm. A fit of the kinetic trace of the heterojunction (pink) yields a time constant for charge 

recombination of the H2Pc+/MoS2
ˉ state of 4.0 ± 0.5 ns.  (c) TA spectra of MoS2 at 375 fs (blue) 

pumped at 510 nm, H2Pc at 375 fs (pink, magnified by 2 for clarity) pumped at 705 nm, and 

H2Pc/MoS2 heterojunction at 375 fs (black) and 3 ns (red, magnified by 2 for clarity) pumped at 

705 nm. ......................................................................................................................................... 59 
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Figure 2.10. Normalized kinetic traces extracted at 662 nm (A exciton of MoS2) from the TA 

spectra of MoS2 (blue), CuPc/MoS2 (orange), and H2Pc/MoS2 (pink) at different excitation 

wavelengths................................................................................................................................... 60 
Figure 2.11. Normalized Raman spectra of (a) CuPc and (b) H2Pc on single-crystal sapphire and 

MoS2 with detection of horizontal (HH, green for CuPc and purple for H2Pc) and vertical (HV, 

orange for CuPc and pink for H2Pc) polarization. A1g modes are denoted by black squares. Raman 

spectra were acquired for 60 s in a confocal microscope with 532 nm excitation and 1800 gr/mm. 

The spectra are normalized to the intensity of the 1340 cm-1 peak. ............................................. 60 
Figure 2.12. PL spectra of H2Pc on sapphire (pink) and MoS2 (black). PL spectra were acquired 

for 10 s in a confocal microscope with 633 nm excitation and 600 gr/mm. ................................. 61 
Figure 2.13. (a) Representative optical micrograph of CVD-grown MoS2 on sapphire with black 

and white squares highlighting areas of monolayer growth and bilayer growth, respectively. (b) 

Binarized image of the same micrograph to quantify the ratio of monolayer and bilayer growth. A 

collection of similar images was used to determine the overall percentage of monolayer MoS2. The 

red scale bar is 20 μm. .................................................................................................................. 62 

Figure 2.14. Pump power-dependent measurements on (a) MoS2 with 510 nm excitation and (b) 

CuPc with 705 nm excitation. Initial signal plotted as a function of exciton density for (c) MoS2 

and (d) CuPc. The solid red lines in (c) and (d) are linear fits with an R2 of 0.98 and 0.97, 

respectively. .................................................................................................................................. 65 
Figure 3.1. Difference between the FRET mechanism used in prior works and the PET mechanism 

used here to reversibly quench the QD’s PL with bound photochromes. (a) FRET quenching 

requires spectral overlap of the emission of the QD with the absorbance of one of the isomers. This 

process excites the photochrome upon readout, leading to isomerization that degrades the response 

of the system. (b) The PET quenching mechanism requires proper energetic alignment of frontier 

orbitals but not spectral overlap, so it is non-destructive.............................................................. 70 
Figure 3.2. (a) Synthetic scheme to obtain Z-FFC. (b) Molecular structure and photographs of 

solutions of open (Z, E) and closed (C) isomers of FFC. (c) Absorbance spectra of all isomers of 

FFC in toluene. ............................................................................................................................. 72 
Figure 3.3. 1H NMR spectra of the OA region of QDs with (a) FFC and (b) CF added. (c) Amount 

of OA displaced as a function of equivalents of molecule added. The amount was determined by 

taking the relative ratios of the integrated areas under Lorentizan fits to the free and bound OA 

population. .................................................................................................................................... 73 
Figure 3.4. (a) 1H NMR spectra of the methyl region of FFC with different amounts of FFC added 

to QD mixture with peaks normalized to the HMCTS internal standard at 0.18 ppm (not shown). 

(b) Spectral broadening of FFC when in the presence of QD with peaks normalized to each other. 

These NMRs are in CDCl3. ........................................................................................................... 74 

Figure 3.5. (a) Experimental (black) and calculated (pink) energy levels of open and closed 

isomers of FFC and CdSe QDs. The energies of the HOMOs of the FFC are obtained from cyclic 

voltammograms and DFT calculations, and the energies of the LUMOs are estimated by adding 

the measured optical bandgaps to the HOMO energies. Energy levels of the QD are estimated from 

literature calibration curves, and the width of the bands are obtained from the FWHM of the first 

absorption peak. (b) Absorbance and (c) PL spectra of 2 µM CdSe QDs alone (red) and with 600 

eq. of FFC (black) in air-free toluene following irradiation with UV (365 nm, blue trace) and then 

green (532 nm, green trace) light. (d) The first 20 ns of exciton decay traces monitored by time-
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resolved PL of the same QD (red) and QD/FFC (black) mixtures following irradiation with UV 

(365 nm, blue trace) and then green (532 nm, green trace) light. Black and green traces overlay in 

(b), (c), and (d). Multiexponential fits (solid lines) are convolved with the instrument response 

function (IRF, dashed pink) of 0.40 ns. Steady state PL spectra were acquired with an excitation 

wavelength of 450 nm. Time-resolved PL traces were acquired with a 450 nm pulsed diode and a 

475 nm long-pass filter. ................................................................................................................ 75 
Figure 3.6. Change in QD (a) absorbance, (b) PL, and (c) TRPL after 50 minutes of UV 

illumination and 6 minutes of green illumination. These data correspond to the data shown in 

Figure 3.2. ..................................................................................................................................... 77 
Figure 3.7. Kinetic traces at a probe wavelength of 602 nm (the band edge of QDs) extracted from 

TA measurements with 585 nm pump. ......................................................................................... 79 

Figure 3.8. (a) Change of QD PL intensity with repeated illumination cycles with 300 eq. of FFC 

and OA. (b) Dependence of the change in normalized PL intensity and absorbance (at 463 nm) on 

UV illumination time in a QD mixture with 300 eq. of FFC. (c) PL/PLo plotted against the amount 

of FFC added, illustrating the enhancement of PL quenching when comparing open and closed 

FFC. Linear fits are guides to the eye. PL spectra were acquired with an excitation wavelength of 

450 nm. ......................................................................................................................................... 80 
Figure 3.9. The change in QD PL quenching corresponds to the change in absorbance at 463 nm. 

No degradation is seen in the FFC. The illumination cycles are the same as in Figure 3.8a. ..... 81 
Figure 3.10. Change in PL over repeated switching cycles (with the same illumination times as 

seen in Figure 3.8a) with 200 eq of FFC (black), OA (red), and CF (blue) added. .................... 82 
Figure 3.11. 1H NMR spectra of the oleate (OA) region in the presence of a series of equivalents 

of (a) FFC and (b) FFM. QD PL intensity change as a function of irradiation cycles in the presence 

of a series of equivalents of (c) FFC and (d) FFM. ..................................................................... 83 

Figure 3.12. Dependence of the change in normalized PL intensity of the QD-FFC system (QDs 

with 300 eq. of FFC) on the time of illumination with green (532-nm) light. ............................. 83 
Figure 3.13. Spectra of the UV lamp (blue) and green LEDs (green) used for illumination 

experiments. Spectra were measured with a Ocean Optics Jaz spectrometer. .............................. 93 
Figure 4.1. (a) Schematic of QD/AlOx/BP system, not to scale. (b) FLIM map of a QD monolayer 

film deposited on 3 nm of ALD-grown AlOx on exfoliated BP, on an Si/SiO2 substrate. The top 

grayscale bar (black to white) indicates the intensity of the PL in the FLIM map. The bottom color 

bar (blue to red) indicates the average lifetime of the PL in the FLIM map.  Inset: Optical image 

of the same area, with the same scale bar. (c) Ground-state absorbance spectrum of exfoliated BP 

on glass (black) and emission spectrum of CdSe/ZnS QDs (green). The y-axis has arbitrary units 

as the graph is intended to show overlap of the two spectra. The discontinuity in the absorbance at 

~625 nm is due to a grating change in the spectrometer. ............................................................ 101 

Figure 4.2. (a) Representative AFM topography micrograph of the QD film on the BP/AlOx 

sample. The top of the micrograph shows the edge of the self-assembled QD film. The film is 

mostly close-packed and uniform, other than some pinholes and residue from deposition. The film 

shows no visible difference on the BP flakes compared to off. (b) Phase image from the same scan, 

showing clearly where the breaks in the QD film are (the darker, lower-phase regions). The phase 

shift of the QD film on the BP flake is indistinguishable from off the BP. ................................ 102 
Figure 4.3. (a) Decay of the PL of the QDs deposited on BP with time after excitation, for AlOx 

spacer layers of varying thickness; the legend shows the corresponding total donor-acceptor 
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distances. “Native QD” corresponds to QDs deposited on AlOx without underlying BP. These 

kinetic traces are averaged across three to five measurements at separate locations on the BP flakes 

for each AlOx thickness. (b) Amplitude-averaged excitonic lifetime determined from bi-

exponential fits of the traces in (a) as a function of donor-acceptor distance. The dashed line is the 

native QD lifetime. (c) Experimental EnT efficiency, defined by eq 4.2, as a function of donor-

acceptor distance, fit with nonlinear regression (black). Simulations of this quantity with (red) and 

without (blue) QD interactions (scattering and absorption of the electric field from photoexcited 

QDs by the surrounding QDs). ................................................................................................... 104 
Figure 4.4. Schematic of FDTD simulations for the calculation of EnT efficiency with the BP 

layer (red) and alumina (grey). (a) Hypothetical noninteracting QDs are simply described as 

electric dipoles (blue arrows) of the same magnitude. (b) QDs interacting with each other (i.e., 

QDs can scatter and absorb the electric field emitted by other QDs) are described as dipole sources 

enclosed by a dielectric sphere (pink) of which the dielectric function is a Lorentz model. ...... 106 

Figure 4.5. FDTD simulations of the spatial profile of the magnitude of the electric field |E| 

generated by a single excited QD modeled as a dipole source enclosed by a dielectric sphere (a) 

isolated and (b) surrounded by 10 ground-state QDs (dielectric spheres). The BP and the alumina 

layer spanned the region defined by −100 𝑛𝑚 < 𝑥 < 100 𝑛𝑚, −100 𝑛𝑚 < 𝑦 < 100 𝑛𝑚, and 

−35 𝑛𝑚 < 𝑧 < 0 𝑛𝑚 (BP) and 0 𝑛𝑚 < 𝑧 < 3 𝑛𝑚 (alumina). The centers of all QDs were on the 

xz plane at 𝑧 = 8 𝑛𝑚. The center of the excited QD was at the origin, and the orientation of its 

dipole source was defined by spherical coordinates 𝜃 = 124° and 𝜙 = 0°. The figures are the 

slices at 𝑦 = 0 nm.  The same dielectric functions for BP, alumina, and the QDs as those used for 

the calculation of the EnT efficiency were used. ........................................................................ 108 
Figure 4.6. (a) Representative TEM micrograph of the QD film. The scale bar is 10 nm. (b) 

Frequency histogram of the quantum dot diameter, with 122 total QDs measured. The histogram 

was fitted to a normal distribution, shown in red, to give an average QD diameter of 4.7 nm with 

a standard deviation of 0.6 nm. ................................................................................................... 109 
Figure 4.7. Atomic force microscopy (AFM) micrograph of an ALD AlOx-encapsulated QD/BP 

heterostructure after at least a week in ambient exposure, showing no visible surface degradation. 

This micrograph was taken after the TCSPC experiment, so the QD film as well as some residue 

from QD deposition is visible. .................................................................................................... 111 

Figure 4.8. QD fluorescence lifetime dependence on BP flake thickness, showing the native QD 

fluorescence lifetime of ~10.4 ns for reference. Lifetimes were measured at an AlOx thickness of 

3nm, corresponding to a donor-acceptor distance of ~8 nm, and then amplitude-averaged. The 

range of thicknesses of the BP flakes used in this study is shaded in light purple. .................... 112 
Figure 4.9. The excited state PL lifetimes, calculated as amplitude average and intensity average 

lifetimes from the biexponential fits of the TRPL decays, as a function of donor-acceptor distance. 

The blue dashed line corresponds to the amplitude average native QD lifetime, while the red 

dashed line corresponds to the intensity average native QD lifetime. ........................................ 113 
Figure 4.10. The EnT efficiencies calculated from the amplitude average lifetimes (blue) and 

intensity average lifetimes (red) as a function of donor-acceptor distance. ............................... 113 
Figure 5.1. Program development steps to build relationships with community partners and 
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1.1 Chapter Summary 

 The electronic dimensionality of a material is defined by the number of spatial degrees of 

confinement of its electronic wave function. Low-dimensional semiconductor nanomaterials with 

at least one degree of spatial confinement have optoelectronic properties that are tunable with size 

and environment (dielectric and chemical) and are of particular interest for optoelectronic 

applications such as communications, energy harvesting, and photocatalysis. By combining 

nanomaterials of differing dimensionalities, mixed-dimensional heterojunctions (MDHJs) exploit 

the desirable characteristics of their components. For example, the strong optical absorption of 

zero-dimensional (0D) materials combined with the high charge carrier mobilities of two-

dimensional (2D) materials widens the spectral response and enhances the responsivity of mixed-

dimensional photodetectors, which has implications for ultrathin, flexible optoelectronic devices. 

MDHJs are highly sensitive to: (i) interfacial chemistry because of large surface area-to-volume 

ratios; and (ii) electric fields, which are incompletely screened because of the ultrathin nature of 

MDHJs. This sensitivity presents opportunities for control of physical phenomena in MDHJs 

through chemical modification, optical excitation, externally applied electric fields and other 

environmental parameters.  Since this fast-moving research area is beginning to pose and answer 

fundamental questions that underlie the fundamental optoelectronic behavior of MDHJs, it is an 

opportune time to assess progress and suggest future directions in this field. 

 In this chapter, we first outline the characteristic properties, advantages, and challenges for 

low-dimensional materials, many of which arise as a result of quantum confinement effects. The 

optoelectronic properties and performance of MDHJs are primarily determined by dynamics of 

excitons and charge carriers at their interfaces, where these particles tunnel, trap, scatter, and/or 

recombine on the time scales of tens of femtoseconds to hundreds of nanoseconds. We discuss 
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several photophysical phenomena that deviate from those observed in bulk heterojunctions, as well 

as factors that can be used to vary, probe, and ultimately control the behavior of excitons and 

charge carriers in MDHJ systems. We also discuss optoelectronic applications of MDHJs, namely 

photodetectors, photovoltaics, and photocatalysts, and identify current performance limits 

compared to state-of-the-art benchmarks. Finally, this chapter concludes by outlining the course 

of this dissertation. 

1.2 Low-Dimensional Materials 

 Due to the quantum confinement effect, in which the electronic wavefunction is spatially 

restricted by a physical barrier, the properties of low-dimensional materials can be tuned as a 

function of size.1 These properties are highly sensitive to their immediate environment as a result 

of the large surface-area-to-volume ratios of the nanostructures. Low-dimensional materials are 

 
 

Figure 1.1. Schematic diagram depicting the dependence of quantum confinement and density 

of states on dimensionality. 
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categorized according to the number of dimensions along which charge carriers or excitons (i.e., 

electrostatically bound electron-hole pairs) are free to move, as shown in Figure 1.1. The degrees 

of freedom for a charge carrier in a given material dictate its density of states and the degree to 

which its k-space is filled with electrons. For example, a zero-dimensional (0D) material has no 

degrees of freedom for a charge carrier and thus available states exist only at discrete orbital 

energies, while the two degrees of freedom for a carrier in a two-dimensional (2D) material allow 

for the existence of states in between discrete orbital energies.2 Zero-dimensional (0D) materials 

include isolated colloidal quantum dots (QDs)3 and organic molecules;4 one-dimensional (1D) 

materials include nanotubes/rods/wires5 and conjugated polymers;6 and two-dimensional (2D) 

materials include nanosheets/platelets and layered materials that can be isolated in ultrathin 

form.7,8 While exceptions exist, each class of low-dimensional material typically has 

characteristically advantageous optical and/or electronic properties. 0D materials have high 

photoluminescence quantum yields and large optical absorption coefficients, while 2D materials 

have high carrier mobilities. Conversely, films of 0D materials generally have low carrier 

mobilities due to abundant tunneling barriers and other defects,3 and 2D materials have low 

photoluminescence quantum yields, particularly in their as-synthesized forms, due to high rates of 

defect-mediated non-radiative recombination.7  

 One way to bypass the intrinsic limitations of a given low-dimensional material is to form a 

mixed-dimensional heterojunction (MDHJ) between two low-dimensional materials with different 

dimensionalities.9 Because the surfaces of most low-dimensional materials are passivated 

(dangling bond-free), van der Waals assembly that leads to strong electronic coupling is 

commonplace for MDHJs. A MDHJ consisting of 0D PbS QDs and 2D MoS2 results in a high-
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performance photodetector, due to the strong optical absorption of PbS QDs and the high carrier 

mobility of MoS2.
10 Sensitization with PbS QDs increases the responsivity of 2D MoS2-based 

photodetectors by five orders of magnitude, with further improvements enabled by the introduction 

of an intermediate layer to reduce interfacial traps11 or the use of architectures that bypass the 

tradeoff between gain and speed.12 MDHJs can be used for a variety of other optoelectronic 

applications, including sensing, energy harvesting, catalysis, and computing, but because of their 

electronically complex interfaces, it is not straightforward to predict the behavior of an exciton or 

charge carrier within these junctions.13 In an effort to delineate the state-of-the-art and provide 

guidance for future research, this chapter provides a critical assessment of the recent literature 

concerning interfacial photophysics in MDHJs.  

1.3 Interfacial Photophysics in MDHJs 

 In MDHJs (similar to other organic and semiconductor heterojunctions), photoexcitation leads 

to either charge or energy transfer (Figure 1.2a) if (i) one or both processes is energetically 

favorable, and (ii) the rate of one or both processes is competitive with exciton decay via other 

radiative and non-radiative processes (Figure 1.2b). Control of this competition is a basic but 

critical first step in engineering MDHJs for optoelectronic applications.  
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1.3.1 Charge Transfer in MDHJs 

 Engineering the alignment of energy levels at an interface, sometimes called “bandgap 

engineering”, can be used to drive charge transfer (CT), also known as exciton dissociation, in 

MDHJs. In a type II heterojunction, photoinduced electron transfer (eT) is thermodynamically 

downhill from the electron donor to the electron acceptor material at the interface, and 

photoinduced hole transfer (hT) is favorable in the opposite direction. For instance, in a type II 

MDHJ consisting of an 1D organic polymer PTB7 (poly({4,8-bis[(2-ethylhexyl)oxy]benzo[1,2-

 
   

Figure 1.2. (a) Schematic showing mechanisms of energy and charge transfer from a 0D 

material to a 2D material upon photoexcitation. (b) Jablonski diagram illustrating 

photophysical pathways in the MDHJ with associated rates, k. ESD, donor excited state decay; 

EnT, energy transfer; CT, charge transfer; ESA, acceptor excited state decay; CR, charge 

recombination.  
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b:4,5-b′]dithiophene-2,6-diyl}{3-fluoro-2-[(2-ethylhexyl)carbonyl] thieno[3,4-b]thiophenediyl})) 

and monolayer 2D MoS2, the photoluminescence (PL) intensity of both materials decreases 

relative to that of the isolated materials due to interfacial CT, Figure 1.3a.14 The degree of PL 

quenching in both materials is tunable through the thickness of the PTB7 layer such that, at an 

optimal thickness of 16 nm, the PL of both materials is completely quenched. In this case, the 

interfacial CT was exploited in a large-area MDHJ photovoltaic cell with an open-circuit voltage 

of 0.21 V, whereas devices made from the corresponding isolated materials did not generate a 

photovoltage.  

 In cases of strong electronic coupling between the components of a MDHJ, such as a 

WS2/tetracene junction, new PL peaks are observed in emission spectra as a result of spatially-

indirect excitons that emerge at a lower energy than the emission of either component alone.15 In 

a recent study of metallated phthalocyanine molecules on MoS2, the mixing of the electronic 

orbitals of phthalocyanine with the density of states of MoS2 similarly led to the formation of a 

new ground state absorption peak associated with a transition to interfacial excitonic states, Figure 

1.3b.16 This peak was observed for a series of different metal centers of the phthalocyanine 

molecule, and theoretical modeling showed that the energy of this peak corresponds to the mixing 

of a non-frontier orbital (HOMO-1) of the metallated phthalocyanine with the valence band of 

MoS2. These interactions highlight the importance of orbital mixing in determining interfacial 

exciton energies in MDHJs. 

 Time-resolved spectroscopic measurements of MDHJ systems with type II band alignments 

have revealed a common theme, namely sub-picosecond photoinduced charge transfer17–19 that is 

primarily due to the high density of states in the 2D material.20,21 For the case of 
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phthalocyanine/MoS2 MDHJs, selective excitation of each component elucidates the rates of 

photoinduced eT and hT and subsequent charge recombination. In Figure 1.3c, kinetic traces 

extracted from transient absorption (TA) measurements of a copper phthalocyanine (CuPc)/MoS2 

heterojunction after selective excitation of the MoS2 show that the ground state bleach 

corresponding to the A exciton of MoS2 recovers faster at early times but lives longer at later times 

than the A exciton of isolated MoS2.
21 The ground state bleach indicates population of the lowest 

excited states, which reduces absorption due to state filling, and the delayed recovery of the MoS2 

ground state bleach (in the presence of CuPc) suggests charge separation. Based on the changes in 

the kinetics of the ground state bleach, the timescale of photoinduced hT from MoS2 to CuPc was 

determined to be 880 fs, and the lifetime of the charge-separated state was as long as 70 ns. Raman 

spectroscopy further showed that copper CuPc molecules lie flat (“face-on”) on MoS2. Given the 

strong electronic coupling that results from the orbital overlap between face-on CuPc and MoS2, 

sub-picosecond charge separation is reasonable in this case. On the other hand, the long charge 

separation lifetime in this MDHJ can be attributed to hole hopping away from the interface through 

the face-on CuPc stack. This conclusion was corroborated by the observation that unmetallated 

phthalocyanine (H2Pc)/MoS2 junctions, within which H2Pc adopts a mixed (face-on and edge-on) 

orientation on MoS2, have charge recombination times on the order of 4 ns rather than 70 ns. Long-

lived charge separation has also been attributed to hole hopping away from the heterointerface in 

single-walled carbon nanotube/MoS2 MDHJs.22 These results highlight that the charge separation 
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lifetimes in these systems can be modulated with synthetic changes that influence the geometry of 

the interface. 

 Since 2D materials have thickness-dependent optoelectronic properties, synthetic tunability is 

not limited to the organic 0D component. For example, enhancement of the in-plane, ring-

stretching Raman modes of CuPc, which arises due to interfacial orbital mixing, decreases with 

 
 

Figure 1.3. Charge separation in type II MDHJs. (a) Mutual PL quenching in a PTB7/MoS2 

MDHJ, indicating charge transfer. Adapted with permission from ref. 14. Copyright 2016 

American Chemical Society. (b) New optical absorption peak in a CuPc/MoS2 MDHJ. Adapted 

with permission from ref. 16. Copyright 2019 American Chemical Society. (c) Ultrafast and 

long-lived charge separation in a CuPc/MoS2 MDHJ from transient absorption measurements. 

Adapted with permission from ref. 21. Copyright 2019 American Chemical Society. (d) 

Dependence of CuPc Raman signal enhancement on MoS2 layer thickness. Adapted with 

permission from ref. 16. Copyright 2019 American Chemical Society. (e) Map of carriers from 

PTB7 in a heterojunction with MoS2 after photoexcitation. Adapted with permission from ref. 

20. Copyright 2018 American Chemical Society. (f) Time-resolved photocurrent measurements 

on a Si nanowire/MoS2 heterojunction. Adapted with permission from ref. 25. Copyright 2018 

American Chemical Society. 
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increasing thickness of the underlying MoS2 layer because additional layers absorb more energy 

(and therefore scattering), Figure 1.3d.16 Another effect of increasing thickness is the contribution 

of band-bending, which influences the CT dynamics at the interface. In particular, while exciton 

dissociation occurs between ZnPc and MoS2 in both its bulk or monolayer forms, the competitive 

mechanism of back electron transfer leads to triplet formation in ZnPc only when combined with 

bulk MoS2 that is thick enough for band-bending to take place.23  

 Although ultrafast CT (on the order of tens to hundreds of femtoseconds), which is desirable 

for applications that depend on extracting photoinduced charge carriers, will likely outcompete 

other processes, simultaneous loss mechanisms often plague MDHJs. The organic component is 

often the source of loss, particularly if deposited in thick (>10 nm) layers where a majority of the 

material is not interacting with the 2D material at the interface. For instance, in the PTB7/MoS2 

case, the propensity of PTB7 to form polarons (competitive with exciton formation) almost 

immediately upon photo-excitation reduces the total CT yield,20 which in turn leads to suboptimal 

internal quantum efficiency and fill factor in PTB7-based solar cells, Figure 1.3e.14 In 

pentacene/MoS2 MDHJs,  ultrafast intersystem crossing in pentacene occurs before most singlet 

excited states can reach the interface and limits the overall CT yield since the triplet state does not 

have enough energy to donate an electron to MoS2.
17 Back electron transfer, in which an electron 

is transferred from the original electron acceptor back to the low-lying donor triplet state after 

undergoing a spin conversion, is another prominent loss mechanism in organic/2D MDHJs.23,24 

 Techniques such as time-resolved scanning photocurrent microscopy, which couple optical 

excitation and electronic measurements, provide insight into how interfacial exciton dissociation 

affects charge carrier behavior in the presence of external electric fields. For the case of a 1D 
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silicon nanowire (Si NW)/2D MoS2 MDHJ, the transient photocurrent is larger and faster when 

the Si NW is p-type rather than n-type, Figure 1.3f.25 This observation indicates that the larger 

magnitude of the internal electric field generated at the p-n junction increases the yield of exciton 

dissociation and the rate of carriers moving out of the depletion region, resulting in faster 

photoresponse and enhanced photocurrent. Due to reduced electrical screening, the lateral extent 

of the depletion region formed in 1D/2D MDHJs is larger than that at 2D/3D interfaces, resulting 

in rapid carrier separation that is advantageous for many photodetector applications.  

 Scanning photocurrent microscopy has also been used to distinguish between energy transfer 

and charge transfer processes in CdSe QD/MoS2 MDHJs.26 When CdSe QDs have a thick ZnS 

shell that allows energy transfer but inhibits CT, the photocurrent response increases with 

increasing light intensity.  In contrast, when the CdSe QDs have no CT-inhibiting shell, the 

photocurrent response decreases with increasing light intensity. This result can be attributed to a 

photogating effect induced by CT since the remaining electrons in CdSe QDs (after the hole 

transfer process) form a negative top gate potential on MoS2, while no such potential is generated 

during the energy transfer process since both carriers are effectively transferred.  

 Because of their ultrafast exciton dissociation and long-lived charge separated states, many 

examples of MDHJs have shown promise for optoelectronic applications, although a number of 

challenges remain unresolved.27 For example, poor interfacial quality in MDHJs can contribute to 

competitive recombination pathways, which can potentially be addressed through the development 

of new processing methods.28 While some theoretical work has been done to understand the nature 

of electronic transitions between molecular orbitals and quasi-continua, a more complex modeling 

framework than a typical energy level diagram is likely to be necessary to understand electronic 
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transitions at the hybrid interface.16,29–31 The few studies that have explored CT dynamics as a 

function of dimensionality suggest that increasing the dimensionality of the charge acceptor 

enhances CT rates and yields.32 Finally, many studies have focused on MoS2 and other transition 

metal dichalcogenides (TMDCs) because of their chemical stability, but exploration of other 2D 

semiconductors (e.g., black phosphorus, monochalcogenides, and metal halides) may open 

research avenues not accessible with TMDCs alone.33–37 

1.3.2 Energy Transfer in MDHJs 

 Photosynthetic systems exploit energy transfer, where an exciton is transferred from a larger 

bandgap donor material to a smaller bandgap acceptor material, to funnel excitations to desired 

locations. Energy transfer has been thoroughly studied in molecular systems, where it can 

generally be well described within the dipole approximation of classical Förster Theory. In 

MDHJs, energy transfer deviates from behavior typically observed in molecular systems as a result 

of less confined carriers, the ultrathin nature of the components, and integration into solid state 

devices. The rate of Förster energy transfer, when modeled as an interaction of two point dipoles, 

has a distance-dependence of 1/R6. In contrast, for Förster energy transfer from a 0D donor to a 

2D acceptor, which is more accurately modeled as a sheet of dipoles, the distance dependence is 

1/R4, which expands the range of distances over which efficient energy transfer is possible.38 

Similarly, by changing the shape of a 0D nanocrystal donor to a quasi-2D nanoplatelet, the distance 

dependence becomes 1/R2, Figure 1.4a.39 Dipole-dipole coupling between components that are 

greater than 10 nm apart enables the insertion of interlayers and broadens the design space and 

processing conditions for heterostructures. For example, thin encapsulation layers such as alumina 
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may be deposited to protect ambient-reactive 2D substrates from atmosphere or solvents used 

during the deposition of photosensitizing QDs.  

Looking ahead to the design of dynamic systems that are more complex than the static cases 

that have been studied thus far, interlayers that are responsive to external stimuli such as fields, 

photons, or environment could be used to modulate the electronic coupling between components. 

One possibility is tethering QDs to 2D substrates with pH-responsive (e.g., DNA) or light-

responsive linkers to dynamically modulate the interparticle distance.  Heterojunctions comprising 

low-dimensional materials are particularly well-suited for such stimuli-responsive systems 

because external stimuli are incompletely screened by the atomically-thin materials, making 

multiple components and their interfaces accessible. Such concepts will be explored further below. 

 The rate of Förster energy transfer from a quantum dot to a 2D acceptor has been shown to be 

dependent on the number of layers of the 2D material, Figure 1.4b.40,41  As the thickness of the 

2D acceptor increases, it makes up a larger portion of the immediate dielectric environment of the 

donor relative to that of the supporting substrate, which impacts the energy transfer rate by two 

mechanisms. First, the additional layers increasingly screen the donor dipole’s field in the 

uppermost acceptor layer, therefore decreasing the energy transfer rate. Second, there is increased, 

albeit weaker, absorption in the additional layers, effectively increasing the energy transfer rate. 

The change in energy transfer rate to the 2D acceptor with layer thickness is thus dependent on the 

dielectric function of the acceptor, which determines the relative magnitudes of the competing 

contributions from screening and increased absorption.40 For example, the energy transfer rate 

from a CdSe/ZnS QD to MoS2 decreases with increasing thickness of MoS2 due to the larger 

contribution from enhanced screening.  On the other hand, in graphene, the increased absorption 
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with increasing layer thickness dominates so that the energy transfer rate increases. As a result, 

layer thickness can be added to the list of parameters that allow engineering of the energy transfer 

rate within a MDHJ. 

 Finally, external electric fields can be used to modulate the carrier concentration, and thus the 

optical properties, of 2D materials. By tuning the carrier concentration, and therefore excitonic 

absorption, of MoS2 in a top-gate architecture, the energy transfer rates from CdSe QDs to MoS2 

 
 

Figure 1.4. Energy transfer in MDHJs. (a) 1/R2 distance dependence of EnT from CdSe 

nanoplatelets to MoS2 through varying thicknesses of Al2O3. Adapted with permission from 

ref. 39. Copyright 2018 American Chemical Society.  (b) Difference of layer-dependence 

between graphene and MoS2 as EnT acceptors of excitons from QDs. Adapted with permission 

from ref. 40. Copyright 2016 American Chemical Society. (c) Electrical control of EnT in a 

CdSe/ZnS QD/MoS2 MDHJ by applying a gate bias. Adapted with permission from ref. 42. 

Copyright 2015 American Chemical Society. (d) Schematic depicting the mechanism of 

electrical modulation of energy transfer to graphene. Adapted with permission from ref. 43. 

Copyright 2014 American Chemical Society. 
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are tunable by up to 500%, Figure 1.4c.42 Similarly, the Fermi level of graphene can be tuned to 

block optical transitions of certain energies and thereby control energy transfer from a nearby 

PbS/CdS QD donor, albeit not as effectively as MoS2, which has a sharp excitonic absorption, 

Figure 1.4d.43 While the energy transfer rate has been statically engineered in systems by 

controlling parameters such as the dipole orientation44 or spectral overlap, the dynamic tunability 

of low-dimensional materials with electric fields has the potential to enable reconfiguration of 

energy pathways after fabrication or assembly, thus creating opportunities for electrically 

controlled nanoscale switches. 

1.4 Optoelectronic Applications of MDHJs 

 The large absorption cross-sections, tunable optoelectronic properties, and ease of integration 

into device structures make low-dimensional materials a compelling target for optoelectronic 

applications. In particular, MDHJs have been employed as photodetectors, photovoltaics, and 

photocatalysts. In photodetection applications, devices based on low-dimensional materials must 

surpass existing thin film technologies (e.g. Si, InGaAs, HgCdTe) in cost or performance.45 While 

the growth and processing of low-dimensional materials has not yet matured, the high costs and 

integration problems of existing InGaAs and HgCdTe technologies present an opportunity to 

outcompete on cost in the infrared detection space. On the performance side, devices exploiting 

the high mobility of graphene transport channels have demonstrated modulation bandwidths 

exceeding 60 GHz, beating state-of-the-art Ge detectors.46 2D transport channels have also been 

integrated with 0D photosensitizers to increase sensitivity. For example, PbS QDs have been 

deposited on graphene47 and MoS2
10

 photodetectors to combine the large absorption cross-section 

of the QDs, particularly in the near-infrared spectral region, with the relatively high mobilities of 
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the 2D material, Figure 1.5a. In a related example, a 0D/3D photodetector composed of PbS QDs 

and bulk silicon demonstrated a responsivity competitive with state-of-the-art epitaxial 

semiconductor systems that require high-temperature growth.48 The combination of high 

responsivity and microsecond time response required well-passivated (dangling bond-free) 

interfaces of both the silicon and colloidal QD surfaces. For 0D/2D MDHJs, high responsivities 

are commonly reported,47,10 but response times are limited by long-lived trapped carriers, 

particularly at interfaces. Continued growth in the understanding of the surface chemistry of 2D 

 
 

Figure 1.5. Optoelectronic applications of MDHJs. (a) Enhanced photoresponsivity and 

extended spectral range (into the near-infrared) of an MoS2-based photodetector upon 

sensitization with PbS QDs. Adapted with permission. Ref. 10, 2015, Wiley-VCH. (b) High 

current density per thickness in a PTB7/MoS2-based solar cell compared to other conventional 

photovoltaic materials. Adapted with permission from ref. 14. Copyright 2016 American 

Chemical Society. (c) Increased rate of photocatalytic H2 evolution in a hybrid CdS/MoS2 

system. Adapted with permission from ref. 51. Copyright 2008 American Chemical Society. 
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materials, which is critically important due to their large surface areas, will be required for 

improving the speed of photodetectors based on 2D transport channels.  

 While silicon photovoltaics have a dominant position in large-scale power conversion 

applications, alternative material technologies may be viable in light conversion applications 

where flexibility and weight are important considerations.49 The ultrathin nature of MDHJs makes 

them well suited for such applications and warrants further development in this area. An early 

example is the demonstration of large-area MDHJ solar cells based on the organic polymer PTB7 

and 2D MoS2; these cells have the highest current density, when normalized by thickness, of all 

known photovoltaic technologies, Figure 1.5b.14 Despite the impressive photocurrent response, 

the photovoltage performance was suboptimal due to interfacial traps. With such a wide design 

space for combinations of 0D, 1D, and 2D materials, fundamental studies elucidating design rules 

or targets to focus further technological development are necessary. One promising avenue is the 

self-assembly of organic materials on the atomically flat basal planes of 2D substrates, where 

increased order could improve charge transport in the organic layer and reduce interfacial traps, 

enhancing collection efficiencies and charge carrier separation, respectively.50 

 Finally, colloidal dispersions of MDHJs synthesize some of the benefits of molecular 

photocatalysts (e.g. energy level tunability) with the surfaces that are typically presented by solid-

state photocatalysts, offering the potential to go beyond existing systems in both performance and 

reactivity. Preliminary demonstrations in this area have used colloidal nanocrystals such as CdS 

QDs or CdSe nanoplatelets to photosensitize MoS2
51

 or Pt52 catalysts, Figure 1.5c. Looking 

forward, one potential benefit of MDHJs is that colloidal dispersions of inorganic low-dimensional 

materials provide surfaces that could be used to template surface reactions for a desired 
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selectivity.53 Additionally, molecular tethers could hierarchically assemble dissimilar 

nanoparticles with precisely controlled energy levels and surface chemistry to funnel energy to a 

subset of nanoparticles that act as reaction centers.54 In this scheme, the absorption cross-section 

of the reaction center is effectively enhanced by nearby photosensitizing particles, and several 

redox equivalents can be rapidly shuttled to the same active site, increasing the efficiency of multi-

electron/hole reactions. Molecular ligands that tune the energy levels of a colloidal nanocrystals 

through electrostatic effects or orbital mixing could also be used to customize systems for a 

targeted reaction.55  

1.5 Dissertation Outline 

 This dissertation focuses on gathering insights on how to tune and control the light-induced 

electronic behavior at the interfaces of MDHJs. The fundamental understanding of how different 

classes of nanomaterials can complement each other will drive rational design for their use in 

various optoelectronic applications, such as but not limited to those described above. There are 

myriad factors that can be used to control the behavior at the interface. Chapter 2 describes a static 

way of controlling the physics through altering the interfacial morphology. The way that 

phthalocyanine molecules lie on the surface of a 2D material directly informs the interfacial charge 

separation lifetimes. Chapter 3 describes a more dynamic means of control through the use of a 

remote light field. Photoswitchable molecules bound to the surface of the QD can accept electrons 

from the QD at different rates, which controls the QD PL. Chapter 4 opens the door for sensitizing 

chemically reactive 2D materials by exploiting the long-range EnT from QDs. The close-packed 

nature of the QD donor film and the bulk nature of the black phosphorus (BP) acceptors enable 

EnT to sensitize BP through a protective alumina encapsulation layer. Chapter 6 explores further 
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possibilities building on these concepts (interfacial morphology, external stimuli, and chemically 

reactive 2D materials) and also posits other opportunities in exciton delocalization, spin selectivity, 

and quantum emission to obtain even more exotic and emergent behavior from MDHJ interfaces. 

 While all of this fundamental research is intriguing for the possibilities of furthering knowledge 

in this area, there are also opportunities to explain this research to lay audiences. Most STEM 

outreach focuses on children, and Chapter 5 describes the development of a program to engage 

voting age audiences, namely senior citizens, to inform them about current science happening at 

NU. After all, science does not end when one submits a paper; scientists have a duty to share their 

findings with their broader communities.   
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 Padgaonkar, S.; Amsterdam, S. H.; Bergeron, H.; Su, K.; Marks, T. J.; Hersam, M. C.; Weiss, 

E. A., Journal of Physical Chemistry: C, 2019, 123 (21), 13337-13343. 
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2.1 Chapter Summary 

 Mixed-dimensional heterojunctions (MDHJs) combine the characteristics of component 

materials such as the discrete orbital energies of zero-dimensional (0D) molecules and the 

extended band structure of two-dimensional (2D) semiconductors. Here, time-resolved 

spectroscopy reveals sub-picosecond photoinduced hole transfer and sub-320-fs photoinduced 

electron transfer processes at the interfaces of type-II copper and free-base 

phthalocyanine/monolayer MoS2 MDHJs. In CuPc/MoS2 heterojunctions, charge separation lasts 

as long as 70 ns, which is a factor of 17 longer than in H2Pc/MoS2 heterojunctions and a factor of 

40 longer than in previously reported transition metal dichalcogenide-based heterojunctions. 

Preservation of the charge separated state is attributed to the face-on orientation of CuPc on the 

MoS2 surface, which templates stacking of CuPc molecules and facilitates hole migration away 

from the interface, whereas H2Pc molecules adopt a mixed edge-on and face-on orientation.  This 

work highlights the role of molecular structure in determining the interfacial geometry and, 

ultimately, charge transfer dynamics in 0D/2D heterojunctions.  

2.2 Introduction 

 The high charge carrier mobilities, strong optical absorption, and mechanical resilience of two-

dimensional (2D) semiconductors make these materials prime candidates for next-generation 

flexible optoelectronic applications.56,57 For example, monolayer MoS2, a transition metal 

dichalcogenide (TMDC), has garnered interest as an electron accepting charge transport layer for 

photovoltaics58–61 and photodetectors62,63 because of its visible-wavelength absorption, direct 

bandgap, and n-type doping. To enhance the coupling of 2D materials with light for use in 

optoelectronic or photovoltaic applications, 2D materials are often interfaced with chromophoric 
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zero-dimensional (0D) materials such as organic molecules,58 polymers,59 and colloidal quantum 

dots64,65 in mixed-dimensional heterojunctions (MDHJs).66 In organic/2D heterojunctions,60,61,67–

70 picosecond or sub-picosecond-timescale photoinduced charge transfer leading to charge-

separated states with nanosecond lifetimes (up to a factor of ten longer lifetimes than 2D/2D 

junctions) has been observed,71,72 but the relationships between molecular structure and orientation 

on the 2D material surface and the resulting photophysical processes have not yet been explored 

systematically. 

 Here, we study rates and yields of charge separation and charge recombination in MDHJs of 

copper phthalocyanine (CuPc) or free-base phthalocyanine (H2Pc) and monolayer MoS2. In 

previous studies, phthalocyanines have been shown to passivate defects,73 modulate doping,74 and 

improve rise times in MoS2-based phototransistors.63,75 More relevant to this work, varying the 

metal center modifies excitonic properties,76 including diffusion length and mobility, in organic 

heterojunctions77 and the electronic coupling with MoS2.
70 With a combination of transient 

absorption and polarized Raman spectroscopies, we focus here on the role of the metal center in 

determining molecular orientation within the heterojunction, and thereby the formation and decay 

rates of the charge-separated state. We observe that CuPc molecules lie primarily π-face-on on the 

MoS2 basal plane, whereas H2Pc molecules adopt a mixed edge-on and π-face-on orientation. 

While the sub-picosecond charge separation time constants are similar in the two heterojunctions, 

charge-separated states within CuPc/MoS2 live up to a factor of 17 longer than in H2Pc/MoS2, and 

a factor of 40 longer than in any previously reported TMDC-based heterojunction. We propose 

this lifetime is attributable to high hole mobility away from the interfacial region through the stacks 

of CuPc, templated by their face-on orientation on MoS2.
71,72  
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2.3 Results and Discussion 

2.3.1 Steady State Characterization of Pc/MoS2 Heterostructures 

 MoS2 was grown by chemical vapor deposition with >99% coverage on sapphire substrates; 

89% is monolayer and 11% is multilayer crystals.78 To form heterojunctions, we thermally 

evaporated a CuPc film with a thickness of 5 nm on top of the MoS2.  This thickness is the thinnest 

layer that yields reliable signals from CuPc in the time-resolved optical experiments. Based on 

reported energy levels, CuPc and MoS2 form a type-II heterojunction, where both electron transfer 

(eT) from photoexcited CuPc to the MoS2 conduction band (CB) and hole transfer (hT) from 

photoexcited MoS2 to the CuPc highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) are energetically 

allowed (Figure 2.1).79,80  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.1. Type II heterojunction formed from CuPc/MoS2 and the favorable charge transfer 

pathways. Since H2Pc has similar HOMO and LUMO levels to CuPc, the energy level 

alignment in that junction is similar.  
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 Figure 2.2a is a Jablonski diagram depicting these charge transfer processes in addition to 

other competitive decay pathways. Figure 2.2b shows the measured ground-state absorption 

spectra of the “control” samples (monolayer MoS2 and vapor-deposited 5-nm-thick CuPc, both on 

sapphire). The CuPc spectrum has Q-band absorption peaks at 623 nm and 705 nm, ascribed to 

two π-π* transitions,81 and the MoS2 spectrum has peaks corresponding to the so-called “A” (662 

nm) and “B” (611 nm) excitons. The measured absorbance of the heterojunction is greater in some 

spectral regions than the sum of the individual component absorbances (green dashed line). The 

adsorption of CuPc on MoS2 enhances the vibronic transitions within the Q-band of CuPc by 

~40%. Figure 2.2b also shows the excitation wavelengths used in the transient absorption (TA) 

study of these samples: MoS2 is selectively excited within the heterojunction using a 510-nm 

pump, and CuPc is selectively excited within the heterojunction using a 705-nm pump.  
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Figure 2.2. (a) Jablonski diagram illustrating the photophysical pathways in the MDHJ, with 

associated time constants, τ. ES1 is MoS2 excited state decay, ISC is intersystem crossing, eT 

is electron transfer, hT is hole transfer, EnT is energy transfer, ES2 is 1*Pc decay, 3T is 3*Pc 

decay, and CR is charge recombination. (b) Individual ground-state absorption spectra of CuPc 

(orange), MoS2 (blue), and the MDHJ thin film (black), the sum of the orange CuPc and blue 

MoS2 traces (dashed green), and the difference between the MDHJ spectrum and the sum of 

individual component spectra (dashed red). All films are deposited on single-crystal sapphire. 

The pump wavelengths used in TA experiments are indicated by the dashed lines.  
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2.3.2 Ultrafast Hole Transfer from MoS2 to Pc  

 For TA measurements across different samples, we chose a pump wavelength that would 

generate an exciton density of 3 x 1018 cm-3 when exciting MoS2 and 7 x 1018 cm-3 when exciting 

Pc to maximize signal while minimizing biexcitonic effects. Figure 2.3a shows the TA spectra 

(time delay = 375 fs) of MoS2 pumped at 510 nm (blue) and CuPc pumped at 705 nm (orange) for 

the control samples. The spectra are dominated by the ground state bleaches (GSBs) of the 

respective materials, corresponding to the A (662 nm) and B (614 nm) excitons of MoS2, and to 

the Q-band transitions of CuPc (630 nm, 720 nm).  The TA spectrum of CuPc also contains a broad 

excited state absorption (ESA) between 450 nm and ~600 nm that changes the shape of the GSB 

features relative to those of the ground state absorption spectrum (Figure 2.2b). While these ESA 

and the GSB features at 630 nm are nearly identical for the lowest-energy singlet and triplet excited 

states (1*CuPc and 3*CuPc, respectively), the two states can be distinguished by the 720-nm GSB, 

which decays upon intersystem crossing (Figure 2.4).82–86 Monitoring the dynamics at 730 nm 

(where pump scatter effects are minimal) in the CuPc-only TA spectrum after pumping at 705 nm 

yields an intersystem crossing time constant of 620 ± 70 fs, consistent with the literature (Figure 

2.5).85,86 
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 Figure 2.3b shows the TA spectrum of the heterojunction after pumping at 510 nm, where 

>99% of absorbed photons excite the MoS2. As expected, this spectrum is dominated by the MoS2 

GSBs and ESAs at a time delay of 375 fs (black).  By 9 ps, however, the CuPc GSB centered at 

~720 nm is clearly present (red), even though CuPc alone has no optical response at this pump 

 

Figure 2.3. (a) TA spectra of MoS2 (blue) pumped at 510 nm and CuPc (orange, magnified by 

3x for clarity) pumped at 705 nm at a time delay of 375 fs. The regions between 500-520 nm, 

as well as 695-715 nm are inaccessible due to pump scatter. (b) TA spectra of the CuPc/MoS2 

heterojunction pumped at 510 nm to form CuPc/MoS2
* at varying time delays between 375 fs 

and 3 ns. Normalized kinetic traces extracted at (c) 720 nm (Q-band of CuPc) and (d) 662 nm 

(A exciton of MoS2) from the TA spectra of CuPc (orange), MoS2 (blue), and CuPc/MoS2 

heterojunction (black) films pumped at 510 nm. We fit the traces in (c) and (d) to obtain a time 

constant for charge separation by hole transfer (CuPc/1*MoS2  CuPc+/MoS2
-) of 880  110 

fs. Kinetic traces were fit with multiexponential functions convoluted with the instrument 

response function (IRF). TA spectra were acquired at a pump fluence (3.2 μJ/cm2 at 510 nm 

and 7 μJ/cm2 at 705 nm) to ensure a low initial excitation density (7 × 1018 cm-3 and 3 × 1018 

cm-3) in the samples. 
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wavelength (Figure 2.3c, orange). The black trace in Figure 2.3c shows the growth of the CuPc 

GSP feature; a fit to this trace reveals that the CuPc ground state is depleted in 880  110 fs upon 

excitation of the MoS2, and remains depleted out to 3 ns (Figure 2.3b). Furthermore, the 720-nm 

GSB in this spectrum is not accompanied by an ESA in the 480-nm region at any delay time. These 

two observations indicate that the transient species of CuPc produced in 880  110 fs is CuPc+ 

(Figure 2.6), not 1*CuPc, which has the ESA and a sub-ps decay of the GSB at 720 nm, or 3*CuPc, 

which has the ESA and no GSB at 720 nm. The charge separation that forms CuPc+ could be 

accomplished either by direct hT from photoexcited MoS2 or by Förster energy transfer from 

photoexcited MoS2 followed by eT from CuPc to MoS2.  Förster energy transfer is possible given 

that the MoS2 emission overlaps with the CuPc absorption (Figure 2.7), and as we show below, 

the eT from CuPc to MoS2 is faster than the instrument response function (IRF), so a detectable 

population of the 1*CuPc intermediate is not expected to accumulate during this process. We 

therefore cannot distinguish between these two pathways to CuPc+/MoS2
ˉ, but we would expect 

both to be operative given the range of donor-acceptor distances in this MDHJ (from directly 

adjacent to ~5 nm).  
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 Our proposal that charge separation is occurring from MoS2
* to form CuPc+/MoS2

ˉ is further 

supported by the observation that, in the MDHJ, 15% of the MoS2 transient species responsible 

for the GSB remains after 3 ns, whereas only 1% of these species remains after 3 ns in the MoS2-

only sample (Figure 2.2d, compare blue to black, and Table 2.1). This result indicates that at least 

 

Figure 2.4. TA spectra of (a) CuPc and (b) H2Pc with varying time delays between 0 and 10 

ps after excitation at 705 nm. The GSB centered at 720 nm decays much faster in CuPc than 

H2Pc. Wavelengths between 695 nm and 715 nm are inaccessible due to pump scatter. 

 

Figure 2.5. Kinetic traces extracted at 730 nm (Q-band of CuPc) from the TA spectra of CuPc 

(orange), MoS2 (blue), and CuPc/MoS2 heterojunction (black) after pumping at 705 nm. 
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Equation

double w0;

	w0 = W/(2*sqrt(2*ln(2)));

	y = A0;

    y = y + (As/2)*exp(w0 2̂/(2e12) - (t-t0)/1e6) * (1 - erf((w0 2̂-1e6*(t-t0))/(w0*1e6

*sqrt(2)))); 

	y = y + (A1/2)*exp(w0 2̂/(2*tau1 2̂) - (t-t0)/tau1) * (1 - erf((w0 2̂-tau1*(t-t0))/(w0

*tau1*sqrt(2)))); 

	y = y + (A2/2)*exp(w0 2̂/(2*tau2 2̂) - (t-t0)/tau2) * (1 - erf((w0 2̂-tau2*(t-t0))/(w0

*tau2*sqrt(2)))); 

	y = y + (A3/2)*exp(w0 2̂/(2*tau3 2̂) - (t-t0)/tau3) * (1 - erf((w0 2̂-tau3*(t-t0))/(w0

*tau3*sqrt(2)))); 

	y = y + (A4/2)*exp(w0 2̂/(2*tau4 2̂) - (t-t0)/tau4) * (1 - erf((w0 2̂-tau4*(t-t0))/(w0

*tau4*sqrt(2))));

    y = y + (A5/2)*exp(w0 2̂/(2*tau5 2̂) - (t-t0)/tau5) * (1 - erf((w0 2̂-tau5*(t-t0))/(w

0*tau5*sqrt(2))));

Plot Normalized \g(D)A Normalized \g(D)A

A0 0 ± 0 0 ± 0

As 0 ± 0 0 ± 0

A1 0 ± 0 -0.7057 ± 0.04822

A2 0 ± 0 -0.1543 ± 0.02527

A3 0 ± 0 -0.22481 ± 0.02612

A4 0 ± 0 0 ± 0

A5 0 ± 0 0 ± 0

tau1 1 ± 2.19883E-159 0.62363 ± 0.07134

tau2 1 ± 2.19883E-159 134.57944 ± 45.33597

tau3 1000 ± 2.19883E-159 2563.35242 ± 649.50597

tau4 1000 ± 0 1000 ± 0

tau5 1000 ± 0 1000 ± 0

t0 0 ± 2.19883E-159 0.30999 ± 0.0075

W 0.16 ± 0 0.16 ± 0

Reduced Chi-Sqr 0.00153 0.00514

R-Square(COD) -0.02659 0.83477

Adj. R-Square -0.03618 0.83165
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a portion of the GSB in the MDHJ is due to MoS2
ˉ.60,61  Figure 2.2d shows that the decay of the 

MoS2 GSB on the 0 – 10 ps timescale is also slower in the presence of CuPc, which is likely 

attributable to the adsorbed CuPc on MoS2 suppressing 480-fs carrier trapping by passivating 

surface defects.73,87  We therefore conclude that CuPc+/MoS2
ˉ evolves from 1*MoS2 within the 

MDHJ with a time constant of 880  110 fs, either by direct hT or a combination of energy transfer 

and eT, Table 2.1.  

  

 

Figure 2.6. Spectroelectrochemistry of a 40-nm film of CuPc on ITO/glass at a potential of 0 

V (black) and +1.0 V (red) versus an Ag wire in a 1M KCl aqueous solution.  
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Figure 2.7. Normalized spectra of MoS2 PL emission (blue) and CuPc absorption (orange). 
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Table 2.1. Time Constants (τ1) and Amplitudes (A1) Extracted from Fits to the Kinetic Traces of the 

Decay of the MoS2 A Exciton GSB (λprobe= 662 nm).a 

Sample 
λpump, 

nm 

τ1 

(A1) 

τ2 

(A2) 

τ3 

(A3) 

τ4 

(A4) 

τ5 

(A5) 

τ6 

(A6) 

  
Carrier 

trappingb 
hTc/BETd 

Exciton 

scattering 

Rad. 

recomb. 

/e- trapping 

Rad. 

recomb. 

from 

trapped 

carriers 

CRe 

MoS2 (used 

for CuPc) 
510 

480 ± 30 fs 

(54 ± 2%) 
 

8.1 ± 1.3 ps 

(19 ± 1%) 

84 ± 11 ps 

(19 ± 1%) 

2.1 ± 0.3 ns 

(9 ± 1%) 
 

CuPc/MoS2 510 
480 fs 

(27 ± 1%) 

4.1 ± 0.1 psc 

(41 ± 1%) 
 

98 ± 11 ps 

(9 ± 1%) 
 

5.9 ± 0.4 ns 

(23 ± 1%) 

CuPc/MoS2 705  
2.7 ± 0.1 psd 

(53 ± 1%) 
 

390 ± 70 ps 

(10 ± 1%) 
 

5.9 nsf 

(22 ± 4%) 

MoS2 (used 

for H2Pc) 
510 

380 ± 20 fs 

(54 ± 1%) 
 

6.7 ± 0.5 ps 

(23 ± 1%) 

85 ± 5 ps 

(23 ± 1%) 

2.2 ± 0.2 ns 

(12 ± 1%) 
 

H2Pc/MoS2 510 
380 fs 

(29 ± 1%) 

4.7 ± 0.1 psc 

(52 ± 1%) 
 

50 ± 4 ps 

(15 ± 1%) 

2.6 ± 0.4 ns 

(4 ± 1%) 
 

H2Pc/MoS2 705  
6.3 ± 0.2 psd 

(53 ± 1%) 
 

55 ± 2 ps 

(38 ± 1%) 
 

4.0 ± 0.5 ns 

(9 ± 1%) 

aΣAn = 1. bThe exciton decay dynamics for MoS2 have been extensively studied.60,88,89 cThis component is likely due 

to hole transfer from MoS2 to CuPc but is possibly convoluted with energy transfer (EnT). dThis component is 

possibly due to back electron transfer (BET) or convoluted with phonon scattering67. e“CR” = charge recombination. 

fAn additional component of >10 ns (15%) was needed to complete this fit for fs-TA. With ns-TA, we find that 

this signal decays with two time constants: 4.3 ± 0.9 ns (65%) and 70 ± 25 ns (35%).  

 

2.3.3 Ultrafast Electron Transfer from Pc to MoS2 

Figure 2.8a shows the TA spectra of the CuPc/MoS2 heterojunction films after excitation at 

705 nm, where >99% of absorbed photons excite the CuPc. At a pump-probe delay of 375 fs, the 

spectrum contains the GSB (at 720 nm) and the ESA (at ~480 nm) characteristic of 1*CuPc, as 

expected since CuPc is being directly photoexcited. The non-trivial result is that the spectrum at 
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this delay is dominated by MoS2 GSB and ESA features. Since isolated MoS2 does not have any 

transient features when excited directly at 705 nm, this result indicates that these features are due 

to instrument response function (IRF)-limited eT from 1*CuPc to the MoS2 CB (hole and energy 

transfer are energetically uphill). This result is consistent with previous measurements of IRF-

limited eT from ZnPc to MoS2,
67,90 and from PTB7 to MoS2.

61 At a delay time of 3 ns after 

pumping at 705 nm (Figure 2.8a, pink), the ESA at 480 nm has disappeared, but the GSBs of 

CuPc at 720 nm and MoS2 at 614 nm and 662 nm remain, again indicating the presence of the eT 

product: CuPc+/MoS2
ˉ.   

 The final piece of evidence that CuPc+/MoS2
ˉ evolves from 1*CuPc in the MDHJ is that the 

average lifetime of the A-exciton GSB of MoS2 in the MDHJ, formed after pumping CuPc at 705 

nm, is a factor of 55 longer than that of isolated MoS2 and even a factor of nine longer than the 

MDHJ pumped at 510 nm (Tables 2.1 and 2.2). These results are reasonable given that all of the 

A-exciton GSB is attributable to the longer-lived MoS2
- species when pumping at 705 nm, but 

some fraction of it is attributable to 1*MoS2 when pumping at 510 nm. 

 We therefore conclude that CuPc+/MoS2
ˉ forms from 1*CuPc within the present MDHJ by eT 

with a time constant of <320 fs (the IRF of our system), Table 2.3. Notably, the 620-fs dynamic 

signature of ISC (1*CuPc  3*CuPc) is missing in the kinetic trace extracted from the GSB of CuPc 

in the CuPc/MoS2 MDHJ TA spectrum after pumping the CuPc at 705 nm (Table 2.2), so it 

appears that photoinduced eT from CuPc to MoS2 out-competes sub-picosecond ISC.  
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Table 2.2. Time Constants (τ1) and Amplitudes (A1) Extracted from Fits to the Kinetic Traces of the 

Decay of the Pc GSB (λprobe= 720 or 730 nm).a 

Sample 
λpump, 

nm 

τ1 

(A1) 

τ2 

(A2) 

τ3 

(A3) 

τ4 

(A4) 

τ5 

(A5) 

τ6 

(A6) 

  ISCb hTc BETd   CRe 

CuPc 705 
620 ± 70 fs 

(65 ± 4%) 
  

130 ± 50 ps 

(14 ± 2%) 

2.6 ± 0.7 ns 

(21 ± 2%) 

 

CuPc/MoS2 705   
1.3 ± 0.1 ps 

(56 ± 1%) 

87 ± 10 ps 

(20 ± 1%) 

1.4 ± 0.1 ns 

(25 ± 1%) 
 

CuPc/MoS2 510  880 ± 110 fsc   
170 ± 50 ps 

(28 ± 4%) 
 

4.9 ± 0.8 ns 

(72 ± 4%) 

H2Pc 705 
2.1 ± 0.9 ps 

(23 ± 5%) 
  

43 ± 9 ps 

(55 ± 5%) 

450 ± 160 ps 

(22 ± 6%) 
 

H2Pc/MoS2 705 
 

 

  

 
9.9 ± 0.7 ps 

(40 ± 2%) 

84 ± 7 ps 

(33 ± 2%) 

6.6 ± 0.7 ns 

(27 ± 1%) 
 

H2Pc/MoS2 510  780 ± 100 fsc   
83 ± 14 ps 

(24 ± 1%) 
 

8.5 ± 1.0 ns 

(76 ± 1%) 

aΣAn = 1, 720 nm was used for CuPc samples and 730 nm was used for H2Pc samples. b“ISC” = intersystem 

crossing. cThis component is likely due to hole transfer (hT) but likely convoluted with energy transfer (EnT). 

d“BET” = back electron transfer. e“CR” = charge recombination.  

 

2.3.4 Lifetime of Charge-Separated States 

 We next determine the lifetimes of the charge-separated state CuPc+/MoS2
ˉ from the decays 

of the CuPc and MoS2 GSBs. After inducing charge separation by pumping MoS2 at 510 nm, 

CuPc+ (monitored at 720 nm) decays primarily with a time constant of 4.9 ± 0.8 ns, Figure 2.3c, 

and MoS2
ˉ decays primarily with a time constant of 5.6 ± 0.3 ns (monitored at 662 nm), Figure 

2.3d. A population of CuPc+/MoS2
ˉ therefore lives for ~5 ns. In both kinetic traces, an additional 

charge recombination process is observed that is longer than the present 3-ns time window, but a 

limited signal-to-noise ratio limits accurate characterization at this longer timescale.  However, 
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when the MDHJ at 705 nm is pumped, a higher density of CuPc+/MoS2
ˉ states is created, and the 

charge recombination process on both the ps - ns and ns - s timescales can be monitored, Figures 

2.8b and 2.8c, respectively. Fits to these kinetic traces for the MDHJ yield time constants of 4.3 ± 

0.9 ns, in agreement with the charge recombination time obtained by pumping at 510 nm, and 70 

± 25 ns (Tables 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3). The 70-ns lifetime, which accounts for 35% of the population 

of CuPc+/MoS2
ˉ states, is at least a factor of ten greater than the reported lifetime of any charge-

separated state in a TMDC-based heterojunction.60,61,67–69,71,72 

 Comparison of the structure and photophysics of the CuPc/MoS2 heterojunction to that of an 

H2Pc/MoS2 heterojunction highlights the influence of interfacial geometry on charge transfer in 

this system. The steady state absorption features of H2Pc and its heterojunction with MoS2 are 

similar to those of CuPc, including the enhanced absorption of the Q-band in the MDHJ. Figure 

2.9a (black) shows that, as in the CuPc/MoS2 heterojunction, the GSB of H2Pc emerges in less 

than 1 ps (specifically, 780 ± 100 fs) when MoS2 is selectively excited. The lifetime of the MoS2 

GSB within this MDHJ is shorter than that of MoS2 alone, Figure 2.9b, so it cannot be pure MoS2
* 

and must instead be a mixture of MoS2
* and MoS2

ˉ, where the lifetime of the charge-separated state 

H2Pc+/MoS2
ˉ is, on average, shorter than that of MoS2 alone.  We therefore conclude that 

H2Pc+/MoS2
ˉ forms upon excitation of MoS2. 
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Figure 2.8. (a) TA spectra of CuPc/MoS2 heterojunction pumped at 705 nm to form 
1*Pc/MoS2). at varying time delays between 375 fs and 3 ns. (b) Normalized kinetic traces 

extracted at 662 nm (A exciton of MoS2) from the TA spectra of MoS2 (blue) pumped at 510 

nm, the CuPc/MoS2 heterojunction (black) pumped at 510 nm, and the CuPc/MoS2 

heterojunction (gray) pumped at 705 nm. Fits to the kinetic traces of the heterojunctions yield 

one of the time constants for charge recombination of the CuPc+/MoS2
- state, 4.3 ± 0.9 ns.  (c) 

Kinetic traces from ns-TA spectrum of CuPc/MoS2 heterojunction pumped at 705 nm. A fit of 

this trace yields a second time constant for charge recombination of the CuPc+/MoS2
- state, 70 

ns. 
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 Figure 2.9c shows that when H2Pc is excited at 705 nm, MoS2 GSBs dominate the TA spectra 

at the first measureable time points, which, as in the case of the CuPc/MoS2 heterojunction, 

indicates that photoinduced eT from H2Pc to MoS2 occurs occurring faster than we can measure. 

As is the case with 510-nm excitation, the H2Pc+/MoS2
ˉ state formed by eT is almost entirely 

absent by 3 ns (Figure 2.9c, red trace). A fit to the kinetic trace extracted at 662 nm after pumping 

at 705 nm (Figure 2.10) indicates that the H2Pc+/MoS2
- charge-separated state lives for 4.0 ± 0.5 

ns (Tables 2.1 and 2.2), and, importantly, has no 70-ns lifetime, as observed for CuPc+/MoS2
ˉ
, 

Table 2.3.  

 

Table 2.3. Time constants (τ) of electron transfer (eT), hole transfer (hT), and charge recombination 

(CR) in CuPc/MoS2 and H2Pc/MoS2 MDHJs. 

Time Constant, τ (=1/k) CuPc H2Pc 

τhT (Pc/1*MoS2  Pc+/MoS2
-) a 880  110 fs  780 ± 100 fs 

τeT (1*Pc/MoS2  Pc+/MoS2
-) <320 fs b <320 fs b 

τCR (Pc+/MoS2
- 
 Pc/MoS2) 4.3 ± 0.9 ns (65%),  

70 ± 25 ns (35%) 

4.0 ± 0.5 ns 

a This net hole transfer may be the sum of two processes: energy transfer (Pc/1*MoS2  1*Pc/MoS2) 

followed by electron transfer (1*Pc/MoS2  Pc+/MoS2); the time constant is therefore possibly a 

convolution of those two time constants 
b The instrument response function (IRF) is 320 ± 20 fs, as measured by a Gaussian fit to the optical 

Kerr effect response of sapphire in the glass cuvette.  
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Figure 2.9. (a) Normalized kinetic traces extracted at 730 nm (Q-band of H2Pc) from the TA 

spectra of H2Pc (pink), MoS2 (blue), and H2Pc/MoS2 heterojunction (black) films pumped at 

510 nm. A fit of the black trace yields a time constant for charge separation by hole transfer 

(H2Pc/1*MoS2  H2Pc+/MoS2
-) of 780 ± 100 fs. (b) Normalized kinetic traces extracted at 662 

nm from the TA spectra of MoS2 (blue), CuPc/MoS2 (orange), and H2Pc/MoS2 (pink) pumped 

at 510 nm. A fit of the kinetic trace of the heterojunction (pink) yields a time constant for charge 

recombination of the H2Pc+/MoS2
ˉ state of 4.0 ± 0.5 ns.  (c) TA spectra of MoS2 at 375 fs 

(blue) pumped at 510 nm, H2Pc at 375 fs (pink, magnified by 2 for clarity) pumped at 705 nm, 

and H2Pc/MoS2 heterojunction at 375 fs (black) and 3 ns (red, magnified by 2 for clarity) 

pumped at 705 nm. 
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2.3.5 Dependence of Charge Separation on Molecular Orientation  

 Figures 2.11a and 2.11b show the polarized Raman spectra of CuPc and H2Pc, respectively, 

when deposited on sapphire and MoS2. For polarized Raman experiments, the sample is excited 

 

Figure 2.11. Normalized Raman spectra of (a) CuPc and (b) H2Pc on single-crystal sapphire 

and MoS2 with detection of horizontal (HH, green for CuPc and purple for H2Pc) and vertical 

(HV, orange for CuPc and pink for H2Pc) polarization. A1g modes are denoted by black squares. 

Raman spectra were acquired for 60 s in a confocal microscope with 532 nm excitation and 

1800 gr/mm. The spectra are normalized to the intensity of the 1340 cm-1 peak. 

 

Figure 2.10. Normalized kinetic traces extracted at 662 nm (A exciton of MoS2) from the TA 

spectra of MoS2 (blue), CuPc/MoS2 (orange), and H2Pc/MoS2 (pink) at different excitation 

wavelengths. 
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with 532 nm plane-polarized light, where the parallel (HH) and perpendicular (HV) light are 

selectively collected using a polarized filter. While Raman peaks associated with the A1g modes 

(580, 670, 825 cm-1) of CuPc are observed with both HV and HH modes for CuPc/sapphire, these 

features are only present with HH and not HV for CuPc/MoS2. These data indicate that the CuPc 

is lying primarily “π-face-on” on MoS2, but adopts mixed face-on and edge-on orientations on 

sapphire, in agreement with prior results.91 Peaks at 680 cm-1 and 800 cm-1, which are the A1g 

modes of H2Pc, are present in the spectrum acquired in HV mode both on sapphire and MoS2, 

indicating a mixed orientation on both substrates.92 While we are unable to obtain CuPc 

photoluminescence (PL) since the PL quantum yield is low due to ISC, the broad (full-width half-

maximum of 140 nm) H2Pc PL peak centered at 850 nm on both sapphire and MoS2 (Figure 2.12) 

further confirms that H2Pc does not lie π-face-on on MoS2 since purely π-face-on orientation is 

evidenced by a sharp peak (full-width half maximum = 25 nm) centered at 700 nm.93  

From these results, we suggest that the Cu(II) metal center can play two roles in this MDHJ. 

First, it promotes π-face-on orientation of the CuPc on MoS2, potentially via axial coordination of 

 

Figure 2.12. PL spectra of H2Pc on sapphire (pink) and MoS2 (black). PL spectra were acquired 

for 10 s in a confocal microscope with 633 nm excitation and 600 gr/mm. 
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the Cu metal center to an MoS2 basal sulfur atom. Second, this π-face-on molecular orientation of 

the CuPc layer templates the face-to-face growth of additional CuPc molecular layers on the 

MoS2.
94 Such stacks should enable rapid hole migration away from the hetero-interface, thereby 

decreasing the effective electron-hole Coulomb interaction and enabling an exceptionally long 

lifetime (70 ns) of the charge-separated state.95 This out-of-plane hole mobility is further enhanced 

by the Cu metal centers in CuPc (as opposed to no metal center in H2Pc), which serve as hole 

hopping sites.77  

2.4 Experimental Details 

2.4.1 Synthesis and Characterization of MoS2 

Continuous monolayer MoS2 was grown directly on sapphire with chemical vapor deposition 

(CVD) as described elsewhere (Figure 2.13a).78 Using a previously reported procedure, we 

binarized optical microscopy images to quantify the amount of monolayer and bilayer coverage in 

the area used for transient absorption spectroscopy (Figure 2.13b and Table 2.4).59 

 

 

Figure 2.13. (a) Representative optical micrograph of CVD-grown MoS2 on sapphire with 

black and white squares highlighting areas of monolayer growth and bilayer growth, 

respectively. (b) Binarized image of the same micrograph to quantify the ratio of monolayer 

and bilayer growth. A collection of similar images was used to determine the overall percentage 

of monolayer MoS2. The red scale bar is 20 μm. 
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Table 2.4. Summary of Percentages of Black/white Channels from the Binarized image.  

 Percentage Error 

Monolayer (black) 89.6% 1% 

Bilayer (white) 10.4% 1% 

 

2.4.2 Preparation of the Heterojunction 

 CuPc and H2Pc (Sigma-Aldrich) were purified by temperature gradient sublimation and 

deposited by thermal evaporation similarly to literature procedures.70 Briefly, in a thermal 

evaporator in a nitrogen glovebox, Pc powder was placed in an alumina boat and pumped below 

10-5 torr for 30 minutes. We increased the current through the boat until the deposition rate was 

steady between 0.1 and 0.2 Å/s, as measured by a quartz crystal microbalance. We then opened 

the shutter and deposited 5 nm of Pc on both pristine sapphire and MoS2 substrates. Samples were 

characterized by ground state absorption and Raman spectroscopy before TA measurements. 

2.4.3 Ultrafast Transient Absorption Spectroscopy 

 Femtosecond-TA experiments were performed in a commercial system (Ultrafast Systems 

LLC, Helios) with a Ti:sapphire amplifier (Spectra-Physics, Solstice). The fundamental 800 nm, 

2.5 mJ, 100 fs pulse is split to form the pump and probe beams. The pump beam is routed through 

an optical parametric amplifier (Light Conversion, TOPAS-C) to produce pump pulses at 

wavelengths of 510 nm and 705 nm. The probe beam is directed through a 3-mm thick sapphire 

window to monitor the visible spectral region. The pump and probe were then focused onto the 

sample, which was contained in a 2-mm glass cuvette (Starna Cells). Films were placed in cuvettes 

and sealed with grease, PTFE tape, and Parafilm in a nitrogen glovebox to avoid photooxidation 
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during the course of experiments. The instrument response function (IRF) of the TA setup was 

determined to be 320 fs by measuring the width of a Gaussian fit to the optical Kerr effect response 

of sapphire in the glass cuvette. For each sample, we measured and averaged 3 different locations 

to obtain representative TA data.  

 For measurements longer than the 3 ns temporal window, we used an Ultrafast Systems LLC, 

EOS spectrometer, which we have described elsewhere.96 To obtain an adequate signal-to-noise 

ratio, we used a pump excitation power ten times greater than was used for femtosecond-TA 

measurements. 

2.4.4 Pump Power-Dependent Measurements 

 Figure 2.14 shows pump power-dependent TA measurements for both isolated components in 

the heterojunction: 5-nm CuPc and monolayer MoS2. We calculated the exciton density per 

volume using equation 2.1 to ensure that we are  

𝑁 =
(1−102−𝐴𝑏𝑠)∗𝐼𝜙

𝑡
 (2.1) 

generating similar numbers of excitons in different samples, particularly in light of the change in 

absorption of Pc between sapphire and MoS2 substrates.  In equation 2.1, N is the exciton density 

per unit volume, Abs is the absorbance at the pump wavelength, Iϕ is the photon flux, and t is the 

film thickness. For TA measurements across different samples, we chose a pump wavelength that 

would generate an exciton density of 3 x 1018 cm-3 when exciting MoS2 and 7 x 1018 cm-3 when 

exciting Pc to maximize signal while minimizing biexcitonic effects. 
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2.4.5 Spectroelectrochemistry of CuPc+ 

 To ensure we had enough signal for spectroelectrochemistry, we evaporated 40-nm thick CuPc 

films on indium tin oxide (ITO) on glass. We applied a constant potential of +1.0V versus a silver 

(Ag) wire while measuring the spectrum of the CuPc radical cation (Figure 2.6). The reference 

electrode was platinum (Pt), and the electrolyte was 1M potassium chloride (KCl) in H2O, which 

are parameters used for Pc films in prior studies.97 The main features in the differential spectrum 

 

Figure 2.14. Pump power-dependent measurements on (a) MoS2 with 510 nm excitation and 

(b) CuPc with 705 nm excitation. Initial signal plotted as a function of exciton density for (c) 

MoS2 and (d) CuPc. The solid red lines in (c) and (d) are linear fits with an R2 of 0.98 and 0.97, 

respectively. 
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are the negative bleaches of the Q-band absorption features and a positive feature in the 450 – 550 

nm region.  

2.5 Chapter Conclusion 

 The photoinduced charge separation processes in type-II (Cu, H2)Pc/monolayer MoS2 mixed-

dimensional heterojunctions are sub-picosecond, likely reflecting a high density of states at the 

accepting MoS2. While the rates of charge separation are indistinguishable for CuPc/MoS2 and 

H2Pc/MoS2 MDHJs, 35% of the population of charge-separated states in CuPc/MoS2 have a 

lifetime of 70 ns, a factor of 17 longer than that of H2Pc/MoS2 and a factor of 40 longer than that 

of previously reported 2D-2D heterojunctions.71,72  Preservation of excess electrons in MoS2 and 

excess holes in the CuPc/MoS2 system appears to be enabled by the π-face-on orientation of CuPc 

on MoS2, as measured by polarized Raman spectra, which templates stacking of CuPc molecules 

in the thin film and, in turn, facilitates the transport of holes through the stacks and away from the 

interface.  Although previous studies have analyzed ultrafast charge transfer in organic/2D 

heterojunctions, our approach allows us to selectively excite and probe both the organic and 2D 

components and study the role of the metal center of Pc molecules on ultrafast photoinduced 

processes and in molecular orientation.60,61,67–69,90 Overall, our results demonstrate that the rational 

design of these types of heterojunctions, similar to all-organic heterojunctions,98–103 involves 

consideration of the morphology, electronic structure, and orientation of molecules on the surface 

of 2D materials, since such parameters can clearly dictate the lifetimes of the charge-separated 

states. 
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3.1 Chapter Summary 

 This chapter describes reversible “on-off” switching of the photoluminescence (PL) intensity 

of CdSe quantum dots (QDs), mediated by photochromic furylfulgide carboxylate (FFC) 

molecules chemisorbed to the surfaces of the QDs. Repeated cycles of UV and visible illumination 

switch the FFC between “closed” and “open” isomers. Reversible switching of the QDs’ PL 

intensity by >80% is enabled by different rates and yields of PL-quenching photoinduced electron 

transfer (PET) from the QDs to the respective isomers. This difference is consistent with cyclic 

voltammetry measurements and density functional calculations of the isomers’ frontier orbital 

energies. This work demonstrates fatigue-resistant modulation of the PL of a QD-molecule 

complex through remote control of PET. Such control potentially enables applications, such as all-

optical memory, sensing, and imaging, that benefit from a fast, tunable, and reversible response to 

light stimuli. 

3.2 Introduction 

 Precise and dynamic control of the function of materials in applications like catalysis, memory, 

and electronics is achievable by making the materials responsive to environmental stimuli in 

prescribed ways.104,105 Light is a particularly powerful remote trigger for responsive materials 

because it may be delivered by a remote source with precise control of time, location, energy, 

phase and intensity.106 Nanomaterials are promising candidates for photo-control schemes because 

they often have intense and well-defined optical spectra, in addition to high surface-area-to-volume 

ratios that facilitate strong interactions with photoresponsive molecules. In particular, the photo-

responsivity of nanomaterials can be enhanced through surface functionalization with 

photochromic molecules (or photoswitches), which reversibly isomerize upon excitation with 
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different wavelengths of light.106–108 This strategy has enabled control over photocatalytic activity 

in gold nanoparticles,109 resistivity in two-dimensional semiconducting field-effect transistors,110 

magnetism in organometallic thin films,111 and porosity of metal-organic frameworks.112  

 Composites of colloidal semiconductor quantum dots (QDs) and molecular photoswitches 

have previously been used to control photocurrent in QD-film-based two-terminal devices113 and 

photoluminescence (PL) intensity of QDs.114–124 QDs are known for their high PL quantum yields, 

but the ability to control their PL with a remote field makes them even better candidates for 

sensing, imaging, and optical memory applications. In all of the aforementioned studies in which 

the PL of the QDs was switched “on” and “off” by photoisomerization, the operative PL quenching 

pathway was Förster resonant energy transfer (FRET) to the photochromic molecule. While this 

mechanism has been useful for imaging applications, FRET is inherently destructive to the 

magnitude of the PL response because the absorbance energies of the acceptor (photoswitch) 

overlap with the emission energies of the donor (QD).114–122 With this overlap, energy transferred 

from the QD to the photoswitch also incidentally leads to its isomerization, thus changing the PL 

intensity during readout.  

 A non-destructive mechanism for remote-control of the intensity of QDs’ PL is photoinduced 

electron transfer (PET) between the QD and an adsorbed photoswitch molecule. In such a system, 

the photoisomerization of the photoswitch shifts its frontier orbital energies above and below the 

band-edges of the QD and thereby switches PET between thermodynamically uphill and downhill 

regimes (Figure 3.1). For use of QD-photoswitch systems in fast-response applications in 
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electronics and optical memory,125–128 the photoswitching mechanism should also rely on 

electrocyclization-type isomerization, which occurs on ultrafast (picosecond) timescales.129–136   

 Here, we report reversible light-triggered PET modulation of the PL intensity of colloidal CdSe 

QDs using chemisorbed photoswitch molecules. We achieve reversible, >80% quenching of the 

PL of the solution-phase ensemble by activating (and then deactivating) the PET pathway to a 

surface-bound photoswitch, furylfulgide carboxylate (FFC). The “closed” conjugated form of FFC 

(C-FFC) has a lower reduction potential than the “open” form, such that isomerization to C-FFC 

using UV-light turns “off” the PL of the QDs. Reformation of the open state of FFC with green 

 
 

Figure 3.1. Difference between the FRET mechanism used in prior works and the PET 

mechanism used here to reversibly quench the QD’s PL with bound photochromes. (a) FRET 

quenching requires spectral overlap of the emission of the QD with the absorbance of one of 

the isomers. This process excites the photochrome upon readout, leading to isomerization that 

degrades the response of the system. (b) The PET quenching mechanism requires proper 

energetic alignment of frontier orbitals but not spectral overlap, so it is non-destructive.  
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light turns “on” the PL of the QDs. We chose fulgides as the photoswitches because they reversibly 

photo-isomerize on the picosecond timescale with minimal fatigue.129–136  In addition, we 

incorporated a carboxylate group on the fulgide skeleton of the FFC to enhance the probability of 

PET since it chemisorbs to the surface of the QD.137–140 The diameter of the CdSe QDs was tuned 

to 4.0 nm to eliminate the possibility of energy transfer to the FFC and to enable selective 

photoexcitation of the QD without photoexciting the FFC.  

3.3 Results and Discussion 

3.3.1 Synthesis and Characterization of FFC 

 We synthesized FFC by first using a previously reported phosphine-mediated cascade reaction 

to access tetra-substituted furan 1 in a single step from commercially available tert-butyl 

acrylate.141 FFC was then prepared through consecutive Stobbe condensations starting from 

diethyl succinate, followed by saponification with sodium hydroxide and dehydration with acetyl 

chloride, Figure 3.2a.142 This synthesis produces FFC as the Z open isomer.  

 Figure 3.2b shows the three isomers of FFC, and Figure 3.2c shows their absorbance spectra. 

Upon UV illumination (peak = 365 nm), Z-FFC (open) undergoes cis-trans isomerization to E-

FFC (open), followed by electrocyclization to closed isomer C-FFC. Ultrafast transient absorption 

(TA) measurements show that the ring-closing occurs on a timescale faster than 400 fs and the 

ring-opening occurs on a timescale of 1-2 ps, similar to prior studies on similar structures.129–135    

The quantum yield of electrocyclization with respect to absorbed photons is 20 ± 3%.  Green-light 

illumination (peak = 532 nm) induces a retro-electrocyclization, with a quantum yield of 14.4 ± 

0.8%, to regenerate the open form, in which the photostationary state (PSS), or equilibrated state 

of isomers, consists of 75 ± 5% open E and 25 ± 5% open Z (no closed isomer). These quantum 
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yields are similar to those reported for structurally similar furyl fulgides.143 The PSS of FFC in 

toluene under 365-nm illumination, which are the solvent and wavelength we use in all 

experiments with QDs below, comprises 52% C, 26% E (open), and 22% Z (open) isomer (all ± 

5%). Below, for simplicity, we will refer to the state of FFC after UV illumination as “closed”, 

even though ~50% is still in the open form. Similarly, we will refer to the mixture of the E and Z 

isomers obtained after green illumination as “open”, because the two open isomers have nearly 

identical electronic and optical properties.  

3.3.2 Quantification of Bound FFC Ligands to QD Surface 

 We synthesized CdSe QDs using a previously reported hot-injection procedure.144 The QDs 

have a first excitonic absorbance peak at 585 nm, which corresponds to a diameter of 4.0 nm, and 

estimated conduction and valence band-edge energies as shown in Figure 3.3a.145–147 To substitute 

Z-FFC for the native oleate (OA) ligands on the QDs, we added Z-FFC to the QDs in toluene at 

 
 

Figure 3.2. (a) Synthetic scheme to obtain Z-FFC. (b) Molecular structure and photographs of 

solutions of open (Z, E) and closed (C) isomers of FFC. (c) Absorbance spectra of all isomers 

of FFC in toluene.  
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room temperature and stirred the mixture overnight for 16 hours. We confirmed that the Z-FFC is 

bound to the QD surface by monitoring the displacement of the OA ligands from the QD surface 

with 1H NMR (Figure 3.3). Based on NMR spectra with the internal HMCTS standard, there are 

83 native oleate (OA) ligands per QD at a surface coverage of 1.7 ligand/nm2 for this 4.0-nm size 

of QDs. The broadened OA peak at 5.7 ppm in d8-toluene can be used as a proxy to determine the 

amount of ligands that are bound to the QD surface. Upon the addition of ligands with the 

carboxylate group that bind to the QD surface, we observe the appearance of a sharper peak at 5.45 

ppm that corresponds to free OA ligand. In both the control carboxylate furan (CF) and FFC cases, 

we observe an increase in the amount of OA displaced as a function of equivalents of molecule 

 
Figure 3.3. 1H NMR spectra of the OA region of QDs with (a) FFC and (b) CF added. (c) 

Amount of OA displaced as a function of equivalents of molecule added. The amount was 

determined by taking the relative ratios of the integrated areas under Lorentizan fits to the free 

and bound OA population. 
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added, Figure 3.3c. We note that the FFC seems to saturate more quickly, likely because it 

displaces more OA ligands because of its bulkier size than CF.  

 This chemisorption is further supported by changes in the NMR signals corresponding to the 

Z-FFC methyl group at 2.57 ppm in CDCl3, which shift and broaden when an increasing fraction 

of the total added Z-FFC adsorbs to the surface of the QD (Figure 3.4). This behavior, typical of 

carboxylates on CdSe QDs, suggests that the Z-FFC is in a regime of intermediate exchange 

between bound and free states on a time scale commensurate with the NMR measurement, but the 

broadening prevents accurate integration of the signals or partitioning between “bound” and “free” 

populations.137–140 As a result, we estimate the number of bound FFC ligands from the number of 

displaced OA ligands, which we measure to be 17 upon addition of 200 eq. of FFC, Figure 3.3. 

 

 
Figure 3.4. (a) 1H NMR spectra of the methyl region of FFC with different amounts of FFC 

added to QD mixture with peaks normalized to the HMCTS internal standard at 0.18 ppm (not 

shown). (b) Spectral broadening of FFC when in the presence of QD with peaks normalized to 

each other. These NMRs are in CDCl3. 
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3.3.3 Switchable PET from QD to FFC Isomers  

 
 

Figure 3.5. (a) Experimental (black) and calculated (pink) energy levels of open and closed 

isomers of FFC and CdSe QDs. The energies of the HOMOs of the FFC are obtained from 

cyclic voltammograms and DFT calculations, and the energies of the LUMOs are estimated by 

adding the measured optical bandgaps to the HOMO energies. Energy levels of the QD are 

estimated from literature calibration curves, and the width of the bands are obtained from the 

FWHM of the first absorption peak. (b) Absorbance and (c) PL spectra of 2 µM CdSe QDs 

alone (red) and with 600 eq. of FFC (black) in air-free toluene following irradiation with UV 

(365 nm, blue trace) and then green (532 nm, green trace) light. (d) The first 20 ns of exciton 

decay traces monitored by time-resolved PL of the same QD (red) and QD/FFC (black) 

mixtures following irradiation with UV (365 nm, blue trace) and then green (532 nm, green 

trace) light. Black and green traces overlay in (b), (c), and (d). Multiexponential fits (solid 

lines) are convolved with the instrument response function (IRF, dashed pink) of 0.40 ns. 

Steady state PL spectra were acquired with an excitation wavelength of 450 nm. Time-resolved 

PL traces were acquired with a 450 nm pulsed diode and a 475 nm long-pass filter. 
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 Figure 3.5a shows the frontier orbital energies of the open and closed isomers of FFC. We 

estimated the HOMO energy of unbound FFC from measurements of its oxidation potential using 

cyclic voltammetry in acetonitrile, and approximated its LUMO energy by adding the optical 

bandgap to the HOMO energy. To assess the effect of QD binding on FFC orbital energies, we 

also calculated HOMO energies within Cd56Se50(OAc)11(FFC-) clusters in toluene (NWChem, 

B3LYP/6-311G**) and added the measured optical gap to determine the LUMO energy, as 

above.148,149 According to both the experimentally and computationally derived FFC orbital 

energies, PL-quenching PET from the QD to FFC is ~0.66 eV more favorable for the closed isomer 

than for the open isomers. The increased driving force should correspond to an increased rate and 

yield of PET upon UV illumination, which is then reversible upon illumination with green light.150 

 Figures 3.5b and 3.5c show the changes in the absorbance and PL spectra of a solution of 2 

µM QDs with 600 eq. of added open FFC (black), and of the QD-open FFC mixture upon 

irradiation with a UV lamp (peak = 365 nm) for 50 minutes (blue), followed by illumination with 

green LEDs (peak = 532 nm) for 6 minutes (green). Figure 3.5b confirms that the expected 

changes in absorbance of FFC upon isomerization still occur in the presence of QDs. Figure 3.5c 

shows that the PL of the QDs is quenched by 68% upon addition of the open FFC, and that the 

quenching magnitude increases to 96% after UV illumination and conversion to the closed state. 

Upon green irradiation to revert the molecule back to the open state, the PL is completely reversed 

to the intensity obtained upon adding open FFC initially. These spectra remain unchanged after 

the same time, energy, and intensity of illumination if no FFC is added, as expected since air and 

water were excluded from these samples (Figure 3.6).151,152 The decrease in PL from the QDs 

upon addition and photoswitching of FFC cannot be due to FRET to FFC, because the emission 
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band of the QDs, centered at 603 nm, has no spectral overlap with the absorbance of any FFC 

isomer (Figure 3.2c). We can therefore conclude that the origin of the additional nonradiative 

decay pathway introduced by FFC is PET from the QD to the FFC. 

 Fits of kinetic traces acquired by time-resolved PL (TRPL) measurements (Figure 3.5d) show 

that the addition of open FFC introduces a new non-radiative pathway, which we assign to PET, 

with a time constant of 1.78 ± 0.01 ns with a normalized amplitude of 71%, which is consistent 

with the observed steady-state PL quenching of 68% (see Table 3.1 for the fitting parameters). 

The TRPL kinetics obtained from samples of the QD-FFC after UV irradiation have this same 

decay time constant (1.78 ns) with an amplitude of 43%, plus additional decay process with a time 

constant of 0.45 ± 0.01 ns and an amplitude of 50%. The sum (93%) of the amplitudes of these 

two PET processes matches the total percentage of the steady-state PL intensity that is quenched 

following UV irradiation of the QD-FFC sample (96%). Furthermore, the normalized amplitudes 

of these two processes (43% and 50%), consistent with the ~1:1 ratio of closed and open isomer 

in the PSS of this sample. Ultrafast transient absorption measurements detailed in Figure 3.7 and 

Table 3.2 demonstrate that FFC does not introduce any new non-radiative pathways, including 

 
Figure 3.6. Change in QD (a) absorbance, (b) PL, and (c) TRPL after 50 minutes of UV 

illumination and 6 minutes of green illumination. These data correspond to the data shown in 

Figure 3.2. 
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PET, on a timescale faster than those measured in the TRPL measurements shown in Figure 3.5d. 

We do not see accumulation of radical anion species of FFC in steady-state absorption 

measurements, which implies high-yield non-radiative charge recombination of the photoinduced 

radical pair: QD+-FFC-  QD-FFC. 

 Table 3.1. Time Constants (τn) and Amplitudes (An) Extracted from Fits to the Kinetic Traces of 

the Exciton Decay of QD and QD/FFC Mixtures, Figure 3.5d.a,b 

Sample 
τ1 

(A1) 

τ2 

(A2) 

τ3 

(A3) 

τ4 

(A4) 

τ5 

(A5) 

 eT to C-FFC 
eT to 

E-FFC/Z-FFC 
Trapping 

Charge 

recombination 

Charge 

recombination 

QD - - 
2.05 ± 0.02 ns 

(40 ± 0%)c 

12.21 ± 0.11 ns 

(47 ± 0%)c 

42.41 ± 0.59 ns 

(13 ± 0%)c 

QD 

(post UV) 

- - 
2.05 ± 0.02 ns 

(40 ± 0%)c 

12.21 ± 0.11 ns 

(49 ± 0%)c 

42.41 ± 0.59 ns 

(12 ± 0%)c 

QD 

(post green) 
- - 

2.05 ± 0.02 ns 

(36 ± 0%)c 

12.21 ± 0.11 ns 

(51 ± 0%)c 

42.41 ± 0.59 ns 

(12 ± 0%)c 

QD/FFC 

(open) 
- 

1.78 ± 0.01 ns 

(71 ± 0%)d 
- 

12.21 ns 

(22 ± 0%)e 

42.41 ns 

(7 ± 0%)e 

QD/FFC 

(closed, 

post UV) 

0.45 ± 0.01 ns 

(50 ± 1%) 

1.78 ± 0.01 ns 

(43 ± 1%)d 
- 

12.21 ns 

(7 ± 0%)e 

42.41 ns 

(<1 ± 0%)e 

QD/FFC 

(open, 

post green) 

- 
1.78 ± 0.01 ns 

(71 ± 0%)d 
- 

12.21 ns 

(21 ± 0%)e 

42.41 ns 

(8 ± 0%)e 

aΣAn = 1. bAn error of 0% indicates the error is less than 0.5%. cThe TRPL traces of QDs without FFC were fitted 

globally to find the radiative processes intrinsic to the QD. dThis component was globally fit across the QD/FFC 

traces. eThis component was fixed from the intrinsic processes of the QD. 
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Table 3.2. Time Constants (τn) and Amplitudes (An) Extracted from Fits to the Kinetic Traces in 

Figure 3.7.a,b 

 

 

Sample 
τ1 

(A1) 

τ2 

(A2) 

τ3 

(A3) 

τ4 

(A4) 

 Trappingc
 Trappingc 

Radiative 

trappingd/electron 

transfere 

Radiative 

recombination 

QD 
3.2 ± 0.2 ps 

(21 ± 0%) 

62.9 ± 2.4 ps 

(28 ± 0%) 

2100 ± 200 ps 

(36 ± 2%) 

>3 ns 

(15 ± 2%) 

QD/FFC 

(open) 

3.2 ps 

(26 ± 0%)f 

62.9 ps 

(28 ± 0%) f 

1400 ± 100 ps 

(31 ± 1%) 

12.21 ns 

(22 ± 0%)e 

QD/FFC 

(closed) 

3.2 ps 

(28 ± 0%) f 

62.9 ps 

(29 ± 0%) f 

1200 ± 100 ps 

(33 ± 1%) g 

12.21 ns 

(7 ± 0%)e 

QD/FFC 

(open) 

3.2 ps 

(25 ± 0%) f 

62.9 ps 

(28 ± 0%) f 

1800 ± 100 ps 

(35 ± 1%) 

12.21 ns 

(21 ± 0%)e 

aΣAn = 1. bAn error of 0% indicates the error is less than 0.5%. cThese processes are likely due to surface traps for 

electrons and holes in CdSe QDs and regularly appear at these timescales in the literature. dThis component is 

radiative trapping for the QD only trace. eThis component corresponds to electron transfer for the QD/FFC traces. 
fThis component was fixed from the intrinsic processes of the QD. gThis component is likely a combination of the 

450 ps and 1.8 ns electron transfer components from TRPL measurements but splitting this across two time constants 

led to a high codependency for the fit. 

 
Figure 3.7. Kinetic traces at a probe wavelength of 602 nm (the band edge of QDs) extracted 

from TA measurements with 585 nm pump. 
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3.3.4 Fully Reversible PL Quenching in QD/FFC Moeity   

 
Figure 3.8. (a) Change of QD PL intensity with repeated illumination cycles with 300 eq. of 

FFC and OA. (b) Dependence of the change in normalized PL intensity and absorbance (at 463 

nm) on UV illumination time in a QD mixture with 300 eq. of FFC. (c) PL/PLo plotted against 

the amount of FFC added, illustrating the enhancement of PL quenching when comparing open 

and closed FFC. Linear fits are guides to the eye. PL spectra were acquired with an excitation 

wavelength of 450 nm. 
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 For any application that would benefit from light-based control of PL, it is important to 

demonstrate that the modulation we observe here is reversible and fatigue-resistant. Figure 3.8a 

shows that the photoswitchable PET to FFC isomers enables >80%, fully reversible quenching of 

QDs’ PL over repeated UV/green irradiation cycles when the QDs are treated with 300 eq. of FFC. 

We note that this reversibility is dependent on the exclusion of air and water. This on:off ratio is 

greater than that observed in prior work using FRET as the PL quenching mechanism.114–122  We 

know that the FFC molecule is not degrading over the course of this experiment because the 

absorbance of its respective isomers are fully recovered at each cycle (Figure 3.9).  

 When adding the same number of oleate ligands to the QDs, we do not observe more than a 

±10% change in the PL intensity. This change can be attributed to previously characterized photo-

brightening and photo-darkening processes of CdSe QDs.151 After treating the QDs with similar 

concentrations of a carboxylate-functionalized non-photochromic furan, we again did not observe 

changes in the QD PL of more than 10% during UV/green illumination cycles, Figure 3.10. This 

 
Figure 3.9. The change in QD PL quenching corresponds to the change in absorbance at 463 

nm. No degradation is seen in the FFC. The illumination cycles are the same as in Figure 3.8a. 
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non-photochromic furan binds to the QDs at similar levels as the FFC (Figure 3.3). We can 

therefore confirm that ligand exchange-induced surface defects are not the primary source of the 

reversible response we see in the QD-FFC case.151 We also treated the QDs with a photochromic 

furylfulgide (FFM) with frontier orbital energies nearly degenerate with those of FFC, but 

functionalized with a methyl ester rather than carboxylate group. As expected, we did observe 

some reversible switching of the QDs’ PL in the QD-FFM mixture (because QDs can still 

exchange electrons with molecules in diffusion-mediated electron transfer), but not nearly to the 

extent seen in the QD-FFC mixtures (Figure 3.11). These control experiments demonstrate that 

the observed PL modulation can only be achieved effectively with molecules that both bind and 

switch. 

 Tuning of the illumination time and/or number of equivalents of FFC enables additional 

control over the PL response. Figure 3.8b shows that the magnitude of the PL response is 

correlated with the amount of C-FFC in the sample, and both depend on UV illumination time 

(since UV light closes the FFC). This behavior is similarly seen in the reverse direction when the 

sample is illuminated with green light, which decreases the amount of C-FFC and thus increases 

 
Figure 3.10. Change in PL over repeated switching cycles (with the same illumination times 

as seen in Figure 3.8a) with 200 eq of FFC (black), OA (red), and CF (blue) added. 
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the magnitude of the PL (Figure 3.12). Figure 3.8c also demonstrates that addition of more FFC 

to the sample increases the degree of PL quenching for a given UV illumination time of 27 minutes. 

 
Figure 3.11. 1H NMR spectra of the oleate (OA) region in the presence of a series of equivalents 

of (a) FFC and (b) FFM. QD PL intensity change as a function of irradiation cycles in the 

presence of a series of equivalents of (c) FFC and (d) FFM.  

 
Figure 3.12. Dependence of the change in normalized PL intensity of the QD-FFC system 

(QDs with 300 eq. of FFC) on the time of illumination with green (532-nm) light. 
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3.4 Experimental Methods 

3.4.1 Synthesis of Molecules 

 

 tert-butyl 4-acetyl-2,5-dimethylfuran-3-carboxylate (1). Based on a literature procedure,141 

tert-butyl acrylate (5.13 g, 5.86 mL, 40.0 mmol) and acetic anhydride (14.7 g, 13.6 mL, 144 mmol) 

were added to 150 mL of THF in a 500 mL round-bottom flask equipped with a magnetic stir bar. 

Tributylphosphine (9.71 g, 12.0- mL, 48.0 mmL) was added to the solution with stirring, followed 

by the addition of triethylamine (21.9 g, 30.1 mL, 216 mmol). The reaction was stirred at room 

temperature for 21 hours. The initially clear reaction nearly immediately takes on a yellow color 

upon addition of the triethylamine. Upon consumption of the starting acrylate (monitored using 

TLC with a 9:1 ethyl acetate/hexane mobile phase and KMnO4 staining), the solution was diluted 

with 300 mL of water, then extracted with 3x100 mL of dichloromethane. The combined organic 

 
Scheme 3.1. Synthesis of furylfulgide carboxylate (FFC). 
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layers were washed with 2x100 mL of brine then dried over Na2SO4. Removal of the solvent in 

vacuo provided a yellow oil which was subjected to column chromatography (Silica gel, 8-15% 

step gradient of ethyl acetate/hexanes) to yield the title compound as a colorless oil (927 mg, 39%). 

Spectral data were consistent with the literature report.141 

 

 

 diethyl 2-(propan-2-ylidene)succinate (2). Based on a literature procedure,142 NaH (60 wt% 

dispersion in mineral oil, 2.37 g of oil/NaH dispersion, 59.2 mmol of NaH) was added to a 250 

mL round-bottom flask equipped with a magnetic stir bar. 100 mL of THF were added, and the 

white slurry was cooled to 0 °C in an ice bath with stirring. Diethyl succinate (6.88 g, 6.57 mL, 

39.5 mmol) was added and the reaction was stirred for 5 minutes. Then, 1 drop of ethanol was 

added, followed by the dropwise addition of acetone (2.87 g, 3.66 mL, 49.4 mmol) over 15 

minutes. The reaction was stirred and allowed to warm slowly to room temperature as the ice bath 

melted. After 16 hours, the reaction had taken on a light vanilla color and the diethyl succinate had 

been consumed (monitored with TLC with 95:5 ethyl acetate/hexanes mobile phase and I2 

staining). The reaction was cooled to 0 °C in an ice bath then quenched with 50 mL of 4 M HCl. 

The mixture was extracted with 200 mL, then 2x50 mL ethyl acetate. The combined organic layers 

were washed with 100 mL 1 M HCl then dried over Na2SO4. Removal of the solvent in vacuo 

provided a dark yellow oil. This crude oil was dissolved in 40 mL of ethanol in a 100 mL round 

bottom flask equipped with a magnetic stir bar. The resultant yellow solution was cooled to 0 °C 

in an ice bath with stirring. 1.5 mL of sulfuric acid were added, causing immediate clouding. The 
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reaction was stirred at 0 °C for 1 hour. Then a reflux adapter was fitted on the flask, and the reaction 

was heated to reflux and stirred for 16 hours. The resultant yellow solution was cooled to 0 °C in 

an ice bath then quenched with 150 mL of saturated NaHCO3 (aq.). The mixture was extracted 

with 2x100 mL of ethyl acetate. The combined organic layers were washed with 100 mL of brine 

then dried over Na2SO4. Removal of the solvent in vacuo provided a brown oil. Kugelohr vacuum 

distillation at 130 °C afforded a colorless oil composed of 90% pure product. Further purification 

by column chromatography (silica gel, 1:4 ethyl acetate/hexanes) provided >95% pure product 

(5.84 g, 69%). Spectral data were consistent with the literature report.142 

 

 (Z)-4-(1-(2,5-dioxo-4-(propan-2-ylidene)dihydrofuran-3(2H)-ylidene)ethyl)-2,5-

dimethylfuran-3-carboxylic acid (Z-FFC). NaH (60 wt% dispersion in mineral oil, 538 mg of 

oil/NaH dispersion, 8.73 mmol NaH) and 25 mL of THF were added to a 100 mL round bottom 

flask equipped with a magnetic stir bar. The shite slurry was cooled to 0 °C in an ice bath with 

stirring. 2 (1.63 mL, 1.60 g, 7.47 mmol) was added followed by one drop of ethanol. The slurry 

took on a slight yellow color. The reaction was stirred at 0 °C for 20 minutes. Then, 1 (2.17 mL, 

2.08 g, 8.73 mmol) was added dropwise over 5 minutes. The reaction was heated to 45 °C. After 

several hours, the reaction took on a rich orange color and darkened to brown by 15 hrs. The 

reaction can be tracked using TLC with a 1:1 ethyl acetate/hexanes mobile phase, where the initial 

high Rf (>0.6) spot of 2 dissapears with the appearance of a lower Rf = 0.3 spot. After 15 hours, 2 

was completely consumed and the reaction was cooled to 0 °C in an ice bath and quenched with 
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100 mL of ice-cold water. The mixture was stirred at 0 °C for 20 minutes then acidified to pH = 2 

with 1 M HCl, causing a yellow precipitate to form. The mixture was extracted with 200, then 

2x75 mL ethyl acetate. The combined yellow organic layers were washed with 2x100 mL brine 

then dried over Na2SO4. Removal of the solvent in vacuo provided a dark orange oil. The crude 

oil was dissolved in 100 mL of a 5 wt% solution of NaOH in ethanol (5 g of NaOH) in a 500 mL 

round-bottom flask equipped with a magnetic stir bar. The reaction was heated to reflux with 

stirring. The initial crimson color quickly darkens to dark brown with heating. Production of the 

triacid intermediate was monitored with LCMS (m/z = 322). After 6 hours, the reaction had fully 

converted to the triacid intermediate and was cooled to room temperature. The reaction was diluted 

with 200 mL of water then the resultant mixture washed with 2x100 mL diethyl ether and 100 mL 

hexanes. The dark red aqueous layer was acidified with concentrated HCl to produce a light yellow 

precipitate. The mixture was extracted with 2x150 mL ethyl acetate then the combined ethyl 

acetate layers washed with 2x100 mL brine and dried over Na2SO4. The triacid intermediate is 

somewhat insoluble in ethyl acetate, so after removal of the Na2SO4 with a filter, the filter and 

Na2SO4 were rinsed with 50 mL of acetonitrile to recover residual triacid. The ethyl acetate and 

acetonitrile were removed in vacuo. The crude triacid intermediate was dissolve in 50 mL of acetyl 

chloride in a 100 mL round-bottom flask equipped with a stir bar (we found dehydration with 

acetyl chloride to be preferable to acetic anhydride, which acylates the furyl carboxylate group in 

addition to performing the desired dehydration). The flask was wrapped in aluminum foil to 

exclude light. The reaction was stirred at room temperature for 20 hours. Consumption of the 

triacid intermediate and production of the anhydride product were monitored with LCMS. After 

20 hours, the reaction was complete and the acetyl chloride was removed in vacuo to provide a 
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dark brown oil. Column chromatography (silica gel, 0-40% linear gradient of ethyl 

acetate/hexanes) yielded the title compound as a light yellow solid (533 mg, 23%). 1H NMR (500 

MHz, Chloroform-d) δ 2.58 (s, 3H), 2.44 (s, 3H), 2.14 (s, 3H), 2.09 (s, 3H), 2.06 (s, 3H). 13C NMR 

(126 MHz, DMSO-d6) δ 164.33, 162.98, 161.35, 156.89, 156.20, 146.87, 144.65, 122.84, 119.67, 

119.47, 113.22, 26.74, 25.90, 22.01, 13.64, 11.50. HRMS-ESI (m/z): -303.1037 (calc'd for 

C16H15O6 [M-H]- = 303.0874). 

CAUTION! (Diazomethyl)trimethylsilane should be regarded as extremely toxic and should 

only be handled by individuals trained in its proper and safe use. All operations must be 

carried out in a well-ventilated fume hood and all skin contact should be avoided. 

 Methyl (Z)-4-(1-(2,5-dioxo-4-(propan-2-ylidene)dihydrofuran-3(2H)-ylidene)ethyl)-2,5-

dimethylfuran-3-carboxylate (Z-FFM). Z-FFC (50 mg, 0.16 mmol) was added to a 10 mL 

round-bottom flask equipped with a stir bar. The solid starting material was roughly dried with 3 

cycles of vacuum/N2 purging. 2.5 mL of dichloromethane (not degassed) and 0.5 mL of methanol 

were added to the flask to form a yellow solution which was stirred and cooled to 0 °C in an ice 

bath. A 2 M solution of (diazomethyl)trimethylsilane in diethyl ether (100 µL, 0.20 mmol of TMS-

diazomethane) was added dropwise over one minute to the reaction flask, causing some mild 

 

Scheme 3.2. Synthesis of the methyl ester analog, FFM. 
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bubbling. The reaction was taken out of the ice bath and allowed to warm to room temperature 

with stirring over 1 hour. Then the reaction was cooled to 0 °C in an ice bath and quenched with 

200 µL of acetic acid. Liquids were removed in vacuo to provide a yellow oil that solidifies to a 

glassy yellow solid upon standing in high vacuum. Column chromatography (silica gel, 13-28-

50% step gradient of ethyl acetate/hexanes) yielded the title compound as a white solid (26 mg, 

50%). 1H NMR (500 MHz, Chloroform-d) δ 3.74 (s, 3H), 2.54 (s, 3H), 2.44 (s, 3H), 2.13 (s, 3H), 

2.08 (s, 3H), 2.07 (s, 3H). 13C NMR (126 MHz, CDCl3) δ 164.11, 163.33, 161.65, 158.41, 154.60, 

147.46, 144.63, 123.72, 121.17, 119.48, 112.83, 51.42, 27.18, 26.19, 22.55, 14.37, 12.03. HRMS-

ESI (m/z): 319.1182 (calc’d for C17H19O6 [M+H]+ = 319.1176). 

 4-acetyl-2,5-dimethylfuran-3-carboxylic acid (CF). Compound 1 (1.00 g, 4.20 mmol) was 

dissolved in 20 mL of a 1:1 (by volume) mixture of dichloromethane and trifuoroacetic acid. The 

resulting solution was stirred at room temperature under air. The solvents were removed in vacuo. 

The resulting reside was dissolved in ethyl acetate and the resulting solution was passed through a 

silica plug. Ethyl acetate was removed in vacuo to yield a white, hygroscopic solid which was 

dried under high vacuum and stored in a vacuum desiccator (760 mg, 99%).  1H NMR (500 MHz, 

DMSO) δ 2.44 (s, 3H), 2.37 (s, 3H), 2.31 (s, 3H). 13C NMR (126 MHz, DMSO) δ 196.47, 164.33, 

 

Scheme 3.3. Synthesis of non-photoswitching carboxylate furan (CF). 
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156.08, 153.09, 122.57, 113.34, 30.69, 13.12, 12.75. HRMS-ESI (m/z): -181.0504 (calc’d for 

C9H9O4 [M-H]- = 181.0506). 

3.4.2 QD Synthesis 

 CdSe QDs were synthesized by using adapting previously reported synthesis.144 Briefly, 1.6 g 

of Se powder (Sigma) was stirred in 10 mL 1-octadecene (Sigma). 1.28 g of CdO (Sigma) was 

added to a 100 mL three-necked round-bottom flask with 8.5 mL oleic acid (Sigma) and 4.5 mL 

ODE, and this mixture was heated to 270°C under a N2 atmosphere. 1 mL of the Se-ODE solution 

was injected at 270°C and the reaction was allowed to proceed at 260°C for 10 minutes. The 

reaction was quenched quickly with a cooling air gun and ice bath and 10 mL of hexanes were 

added at 70°C. When the reaction reached room temperature, 15 more mL of hexanes were added 

along with 15 mL of ethanol. The solution was centrifuged at 3500 rpm for 10 minutes. After 

disposing the supernatant, 10 mL of hexanes were added to resuspend the pellet before adding 10 

mL of ethanol and centrifuging at 3500 rpm for 10 more minutes. This centrifugation step was 

repeated three more times before dissolving the pellet in 10 mL of hexanes for further experiments. 

3.4.3 Cyclic Voltammetry 

 All cyclic voltammetry experiments were conducted in a nitrogen-filled glovebox using 

acetonitrile with 0.1 M tetrabutylamonnium hexafluorophosphate electrolyte. Ferrocene was 

added as an internal standard following every run. Due to irreversibility of most of the measured 

redox events, potentials are reported as half-peak potentials determined by finding the potential at 

which the measured current reaches the average of the maximum and pre-onset currents of a peak. 

Because the pre-onset current was somewhat loosely determined based on peak shape, the 

uncertainties in the reported values were determined by varying the pre-onset current within a 
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reasonable range. These values were referenced to the half-wave potential of ferrocene.  Redox 

potentials versus ferrocene were converted to the energy levels versus vacuum reported in the text 

based on the standard potential of the ferrocene-ferrocenium couple vs. SCE, +0.34 V, and the 

energy of the standard SCE potential relative to vacuum, 4.7 V.153 

 Closed isomers of fulgides were prepared in situ by irradiation of acetonitrile solutions with 

ten 350 nm Rayonet lamps for 10 minutes. Open isomers were prepared by further irradiation of 

the closed isomers with green LEDs from superbrightLEDs.com for fifteen minutes. The results 

of the CV measurements are in Table S1-1. 

Table 3.3. Electrochemical Potentials for FFC and FFM Isomers, measured with CV. 

 Oxidation 

potential vs. Fc 

(V) 

Reduction 

potential vs. Fc 

(V) 

HOMO vs. vac 

(eV) 

LUMO vs. vac. 

(eV) 

Open FFC +1.23 ± 0.03 -2.3 ± 0.1 -6.27 ± 0.03 -2.7 ± 0.1 

Closed FFC +0.81 ± 0.02 -1.48 ± 0.03 -5.85 ± 0.03 -3.56 ± 0.03 

Open FFM +1.27 ± 0.02 -2.11 ± 0.02 -6.31 ± 0.02 -2.94 ± 0.02 

Closed FFM +0.74 ± 0.02 -1.50 ± 0.02 -5.78 ± 0.02 -3.54 ± 0.003 

 

3.4.4 Transient Absorption 

 The setup for transient absorption (TA) measurements are described elsewhere.154 For these 

experiments, the pump was tuned to 585 nm with an OPA and focused onto the sample. The probe 

beam was generated using an 800 nm (100 fs) pulse routed through a delay stage and a 3-mm 

sapphire window to monitor the visible spectral region. For TA of FFC, a peristaltic pump and 

flow cell setup was necessary to use with a reservoir that was illuminated because the pump pulse 

which caused the ring-opening (or ring-closing) reaction would change the isomer before it could 

be measured. 
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3.4.5 Time-resolved Photoluminescence 

 TRPL experiments were carried out in a custom-built microscope equipped with a piezo 

scanner (NanoPI, Physik Instrumente), an APD detector (MicroPhoton Devices), and a photon 

counting board (PicoHarp300, PicoQuant) where correlation times between the excitation pulses 

and detected photons were recorded. The excitation pulses were synchronized from a 450 nm, 70 

ps pulsed diode laser at a repetition rate of 8 MHz (Picoquant) and focused with a long working 

distance objective (0.7 NA, 100x, Mitutoyo), and the detected PL was filtered with a 475 nm long-

pass dichroic (Chroma) and a 495 nm long-pass filter (Thorlabs). The IRF of the instrument was 

measured by reflecting an attenuated excitation pulse with a silver mirror placed in the sample 

plane. 

3.4.6 Ligand Exchange Sample Preparation 

 QD samples for NMR were prepared using either CDCl3 or d8-toluene. Samples were prepared 

in 1mL of deuterated solvent by drying 20 µM of QDs, the desired equivalents of FFC (or other 

molecule for control experiments), and 1.1 µM of hexamethylcyclotrisiloxane as the internal 

standard. We initially used CDCl3 for the ligand exchange in air, enclosed in a foil-covered box 

on a stirring plate to avoid light, followed by drying the mixture after NMR experiments and 

subsequently dissolving the mixture in toluene in the glovebox. However, upon repeated 

illumination cycles, we noticed degradation of the QD PL, which we attributed to possible 

formation of HCl from any residual CDCl3 or other stabilizing agents in CDCl3. As a result of 

noticing this trend, we switched to using d8-toluene in the glovebox for the ligand exchange in a 

foil-covered box on a stirring plate to avoid light. Most figures used this procedure, but some 
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supplementary figures are based on using CDCl3 prior to air-free toluene. We note whenever this 

is the case and also note that this discrepancy does not affect any of our conclusions.  

3.4.7 Optical Spectroscopy Sample Preparation 

 All samples were prepared in 2-mm cuvettes (Starna) and sealed with PTFE tape and Parafilm 

in a nitrogen glovebox before any optical spectroscopy or illumination experiments to avoid the 

presence of oxygen or water, which are known to react with QDs upon illumination. Non-

deuterated toluene was distilled and freeze-pump-thawed prior to use in the glovebox. 

3.4.8 Illumination Experiments 

 Illumination experiments were done using a UV lamp (Cambridge UVGL-15 Compact UV 

Lamp with a peak at 365 nm and measured power of 0.6 mW) and a strip of LEDs 

(superbrightleds.com with a peak at 532 nm and measured power of 1.6 mW) taped to a glass dish, 

Figure 3.13. Powers were measured with a Thorlabs PM100 power meter. Samples were stirred 

during illumination. 

 

 
Figure 3.13. Spectra of the UV lamp (blue) and green LEDs (green) used for illumination 

experiments. Spectra were measured with a Ocean Optics Jaz spectrometer.  
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3.4.9 Determination of PSS 

 In a glovebox, Z-FFC (0.660 mg, 2.17 µmol) was dissolved in 520 µL of toluene-d8 that had 

been degassed via freeze-pump-thaw cycling and dried over molecular sieves. The solution was 

transferred to and sealed in a quartz J. Young NMR tube before being removed from the glovebox. 

The sample was irradiated with a 365 nm lamp for 75 minutes. The distribution of photoisomers 

was then measured using 1H NMR and the peak assignments above (Section III). Irradiation for 

an additional 15 minutes did not change the distribution, indicating that the sample had reached 

the PSS. The measured PSS at 365 nm in toluene is 52% C, 26% E (open), and 22% Z (open), as 

reported in the main text. Irradiation with green LEDs for 30 minutes led to complete consumption 

of the closed isomer, and the distribution of the open isomers was measured by 1H NMR to be 

75% E and 25% Z, as reported in the main text. Uncertainties of ± 5% were estimated by varying 

the range of integrated regions in the NMR spectra.  

3.4.10 Spectral Deconvolution of Photoisomers 

 In a glovebox, Z-FFC (1.120 mg, 3.68 µmol) was dissolved 7.0 mL of toluene. The resultant 

sample was divided into three portions and diluted to concentrations of 0.526 mM, 0.262 mM, and 

0.105 mM in septum-capped quartz cuvettes. The samples were removed from the glovebox and 

their UV-Vis absorption spectra were recorded. The samples were then subjected to the same 

course of irradiation and measurement as the NMR sample used to determine the PSS above.  

 In MATLAB, we constructed a calibration curve at each wavelength using the three different 

concentrations and the Beer-Lambert Law. The extinction coefficients that we extracted are linear 

combinations of the extinction coefficients of the three photoisomers with weights determined by 

the relative distribution of the isomers, i.e. the PSS distributions measured above (Section IV). By 
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assigning the initially measured spectra to exclusively the Z isomer, the E isomer signal could be 

derived by subtraction of the appropriately weighted Z spectrum from the post-green irradiation 

data. Similarly, we determined the C spectrum by subtraction of the weighted E and Z spectra from 

the post-365 nm data. The uncertainties in Figure 1 are dominated the uncertainties in the PSS 

measurement above.  

3.4.11 Quantum Yield of FFC Isomerization 

 The quantum yield of photochemical closing and opening isomerizations of FFC were 

measured using potassium ferrioxalate actinometry.155 We used the potassium ferrioxalate 

chemical actinometer to determine the total photon flux upon a 1 cm quartz cuvette irradiated with 

a 370 nm Kessil lamp passed through a UV bandpass filter and with a strip of blue LEDs from 

superbrightleds.com (470 nm). The total photon fluxes were (2.1 ± 0.1) X 1016 s-1 and (4.72 ±0.38) 

X 1016- s-1, respectively. 556 mg of Z-FFC were dissolved in 3.5 mL of toluene in a 1 cm quartz 

cuvette equipped with a magnetic stirrer. We then used the measured light sources to induce 

closing and opening photoisomerization of E-FFC and C-FFC, respectively. The kinetics of the 

reactions were tracked by measuring the absorbance of C-FFC at 463 nm with UV-Vis. Using the 

extinction coefficient of closed isomer at 493 nm determined above, changes in 463 nm absorbance 

upon irradiation were converted into absolute rates of C-FFC formation or consumption: 1.53 x 

1015 s-1 and 5.91 x 1015 s-1, respectively. These values were compared to the total photon flux and 

the extinction coefficients at 370 nm and 470 nm determined above to determine overall closing 

and opening quantum yields. These values are 20 ± 3% and 14.4 ± 0.8%, respectively.  
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3.5 Chapter Conclusion 

 In summary, we have demonstrated stable, reversible switching of the PL of colloidal QDs 

between “on” and “off” states, where the intensity of the PL in the “off” state is 20% of that in the 

“on” state. This switching is mediated by surface-bound photochromic fulgide molecules, which 

accept electrons from the photoexcited QD in their closed conformation at a rate that is a factor of 

four faster than in their open conformation. Unlike analogous FRET-based systems, in which the 

output of the system (the PL of the QD) degrades the response of the system by incidentally 

inducing the photoisomerization of the bound photoswitch molecule (an unavoidable complication 

given the spectral overlap of donor and acceptor required for FRET), our PET-based system does 

not require this overlap and is therefore non-destructive. We anticipate that this or analogous 

systems will be useful in optical memory applications, particularly nondestructive fluorescent 

readout, where the read, write, and erase steps need to occur at different incident wavelengths.125,126 

The fast reversible electrocylization of the fulgide and fast PET in this system may further enable 

experimental investigations of non-equilibrium systems, such as those in which the PET and 

photoisomerization processes are on commensurate timescales and therefore influence each 

other’s yields; we have theoretically explored such systems.156 Our results demonstrate that the 

on/off ratio of this type of remote photoswitch is highly sensitive to the rate of PET, which is, in 

turn, tunable through the frontier orbital energies of the QD and photoswitch. These features 

provide handles with which to further optimize this system, and/or tailor it for applications in 

memory, electronics, or imaging. 
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4.1 Chapter Summary 

 This chapter explores the mechanisms of long-range energy transfer (EnT) from a self-

assembled film of CdSe/ZnS core-shell quantum dots (QDs) to black phosphorus (BP) nanoflakes 

through an AlOx encapsulation layer of variable thickness. The dependence of the EnT on donor-

acceptor distance, 𝑑, scales as ~𝑑−2.3, which is shallower than the theoretical scaling of ~𝑑−3 for 

Förster-type EnT from a zero-dimensional (0D) donor to a three-dimensional (3D) acceptor. 

Electrodynamic simulations reveal that the efficient long-range EnT is attributable to the high areal 

concentration of the QD film, which results in scattering of a donor QD’s dipole field by 

neighboring QDs, thereby effectively increasing the area over which the donor and acceptor 

couple. The demonstration of efficient photosensitization of BP through a passivating dielectric 

layer is important for the development of high-performance optoelectronic devices based on 

ambient-reactive layered semiconductors. 

4.2 Introduction 

 Black phosphorous (BP) is a promising layered two-dimensional (2D) semiconductor for 

optoelectronic applications due to high carrier mobility (>102 cm/Vs at room temperature) and 

direct bandgap at all thicknesses ranging from near-infrared to mid-infrared wavelengths.157,158 

However, BP shows dramatic chemical reactivity upon exposure to ambient conditions, such as 

air, light, and water,159 and therefore, facile and scalable encapsulation schemes, such as atomic 

layer deposition of alumina (AlOx), are required for long-term stability necessary for practical 

applications.160,161 In general, these encapsulation layers are considered extraneous and do not 

participate in the operating mechanism of the devices. Given notable electron and hole mobilities,  

one promising application of BP enabled by its encapsulation is as a charge transport layer in 
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photodetectors.162 While BP is not a strong absorber itself (absorption cross-sections of 10-16 cm2 

at 515 nm),163 which limits its responsivity in photodetector applications,164,165 performance of 

these devices can be improved by photosensitizing BP by another light-absorbing material. In this 

scenario, energy must be subsequently transferred from the photosensitizer to the BP, through the 

encapsulation layer.105,166 Such energy transfer (EnT) must be accomplished in high yield over 

several nanometers, since, for instance, a minimum of 3 nm of AlOx is required for indefinite 

chemical stability of BP.160 For this purpose, Förster-type EnT is a viable sensitization strategy 

because it occurs through near-field electromagnetic coupling and has been observed to occur at 

yields of >50% even when donor-acceptor distances are 35 nm, is the most viable sensitization 

strategy.167,168 This long-range mechanism stands in contrast with charge transfer, which has 

proved effective in using semiconductor quantum dots (QDs) to photosensitize ambient-stable 2D 

materials such as graphene.169 

 In the point-dipole implementation of Förster theory, which is only appropriate for describing 

systems with zero-dimensional (0D) donors and acceptors, the rate and yield of EnT scales with 

the donor-acceptor distance, 𝑑, as ~𝑑−6.105,170  Modifications to this simple model must be made 

in studies of systems with higher dimensionality, where, experimentally, scalings of ~𝑑−4 in 0D-

2D systems171,172 and ~𝑑−2in 2D-2D systems168 have been observed. Other studies have found 

that parameters such as the thickness of a 3D acceptor thickness can perturb the distance 

dependence of EnT.173,174 Clearly, the magnitude of the electromagnetic coupling that mediates 

EnT is sensitive to many structural and electronic parameters of the donor-acceptor system; so, to 

maximize the yield of photosensitization, we must characterize the distance-dependence of 
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Förster-type EnT for each system of interest, and develop models to link that distance dependence 

to as many parameters as possible. 

 Here, we photosensitize multilayer BP with 0D semiconductor QDs, which have large 

absorbance cross-sections and high photoluminescence quantum yields. QDs are common choices 

for photosensitizing 2D materials, but these studies have been so far been limited to materials that 

are stable in ambient conditions and therefore unencapsulated.168,172–183  Our mixed-dimensional 

system comprises a monolayer film of close-packed CdSe/ZnS QDs deposited on AlOx-

encapsulated BP nanoflakes. By varying the thickness of the AlOx layer between 3 and 20 nm, we 

determine that the rate of EnT scales as ~𝑑−2.3, and the Förster radius, where the probability of 

EnT from QD to the BP equals the probability of QD exciton decay, is 11 nm. Finite difference 

time domain (FDTD) simulations of the electrodynamic interactions within our system allow us to 

attribute this shallow distance dependence and large Förster radius to i) the 3D nature of  the BP 

acceptor (at a thickness of 20-30 nm, the flakes are electronically bulk-like),162 and ii) the pseudo-

2D nature of the close-packed monolayer of QDs, which enables dipole-dipole interactions within 

the donor sheet,184 in contrast with prior studies that  used isolated single particles or more dilute 

films of QD donors.171–174,176,177,179,185 Thus, our study provides a general strategy for long-range 

photosensitization of ambient-reactive materials through their encapsulation layers that is 

translatable to a wide variety of photosensitizers and 2D charge transport layers. 

4.3 Results and Discussion 

4.3.1 Synthesis and Characterization of QD/AlOx/BP System  

 Figure 4.1a shows a schematic diagram of our system. We synthesized CdSe/ZnS QDs with 

average diameter of 4.7 ± 0.7 nm and average emission energies of 530 nm using reported 
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procedures.144,186 We obtained isolated BP flakes through micromechanical exfoliation from 

commercial crystals onto 300-nm SiO2/Si substrates, and encapsulated the BP flakes with atomic 

layer deposition (ALD) of AlOx with thicknesses between 3 nm and 20 nm.160,187 Unencapsulated 

BP degrades within minutes of exposure to air due to reactions with ambient oxygen and water,188 

 

Figure 4.1. (a) Schematic of QD/AlOx/BP system, not to scale. (b) FLIM map of a QD 

monolayer film deposited on 3 nm of ALD-grown AlOx on exfoliated BP, on an Si/SiO2 

substrate. The top grayscale bar (black to white) indicates the intensity of the PL in the FLIM 

map. The bottom color bar (blue to red) indicates the average lifetime of the PL in the FLIM 

map.  Inset: Optical image of the same area, with the same scale bar. (c) Ground-state 

absorbance spectrum of exfoliated BP on glass (black) and emission spectrum of CdSe/ZnS 

QDs (green). The y-axis has arbitrary units as the graph is intended to show overlap of the two 

spectra. The discontinuity in the absorbance at ~625 nm is due to a grating change in the 

spectrometer.  
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but we observe no signs of degradation in air after four weeks of encapsulation, consistent with 

previous reports.160 We deposited a close-packed monolayer film of the QDs self-assembled at the 

liquid-air interface onto the surfaces of the AlOx-coated BP flakes using a method described 

elsewhere.189 This method produces a densely covered substrate, as seen in the by fluorescence 

lifetime imaging microscope (FLIM) image, Figure 4.1b, and equal coverage on and off the BP 

flakes, as measured by atomic force microscopy (AFM, Figure 4.2).  

 The FLIM map, Figure 4.1b, also confirms that deposition of the QDs on the BP flake 

quenches their photoluminescence (PL). This result indicates that BP introduces a competitive 

nonradiative decay process for excitons in the QDs. Although we cannot monitor the PL of the 

acceptor (BP) because its emission is in the mid-infrared spectral region and outside the range of 

our detector, we provide experimental evidence supporting Forster-type EnT such as (i) the 

spectral overlap of the emission of the QDs and the broad absorbance of BP, Figure 4.1c, and (ii) 

the 6-nm insulating barrier (comprised of a ~1-nm ZnS shell, ~2-nm oleate/octadecylamine 

Figure 4.2. (a) Representative AFM topography micrograph of the QD film on the BP/AlOx 

sample. The top of the micrograph shows the edge of the self-assembled QD film. The film is 

mostly close-packed and uniform, other than some pinholes and residue from deposition. The 

film shows no visible difference on the BP flakes compared to off. (b) Phase image from the 

same scan, showing clearly where the breaks in the QD film are (the darker, lower-phase 

regions). The phase shift of the QD film on the BP flake is indistinguishable from off the BP. 
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ligand shell, and >3-nm AlOx layer), which prohibits electron transfer from the conduction band 

of photoexcited CdSe QDs to the conduction band (CB) of BP, even though it is energetically 

allowed.190  Dexter-type EnT, a semi-concerted transfer of both electron and hole, is eliminated 

for the same reason.  

4.3.2 Distance Dependence of EnT  

 Time-resolved PL (TRPL) traces, Figure 4.3a, extracted from FLIM maps like that shown in 

Figure 4.1b show that the lifetime of the QD exciton increases monotonically as the distance 

between QD and BP increases, as controlled by the thickness of AlOx encapsulation. Figure 4.3b 

is a plot of the amplitude-averaged lifetime of the QD exciton, calculated from multi-exponential 

fits of the traces in Figure 4.3a, as a function of the donor-acceptor (QD-BP) distance, which 

includes the 2.5-nm radius of the QD, the estimated 2.4-nm length of the oleate/octadecylamine 

ligands on the QD surfaces, and the 3-nm AlOx encapsulation layer on BP. Without underlying 

BP, the amplitude-averaged PL lifetime, ex,0, of the QDs deposited on AlOx is 10.4 ns. In presence 

of BP encapsulated by 3-nm AlOx, the average PL lifetime of the QDs, ex, decreases to 3.7 ns. 

With increasing thickness of AlOx, the PL lifetime increases, eventually reaching 9.7 ns for a 20-

nm-thick AlOx layer (the thickest layer in this study), which is within 8% of the lifetime measured 

in the absence of BP, Figures 4.3a,b.  

 We calculate the EnT rate as in eq 4.1, assuming 

𝑘𝐸𝑛𝑇 =
1

𝜏𝑒𝑥
−

1

𝜏𝑒𝑥,0
  (4.1) 

that EnT is the sole non-radiative process that accelerates exciton decay in the presence of BP,191 

and define the EnT efficiency, E, by eq 4.2. Figure 4.3c (black) is a plot of the EnT efficiency 

versus 
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𝐸 = 1 −
𝜏𝑒𝑥

𝜏𝑒𝑥,0
  (4.2) 

the donor-acceptor distance, fit with eq 4.3, where 𝑑 is the variable donor-acceptor distance (from  

𝐸 =
𝑅𝑜

𝑛

𝑅𝑜
𝑛+𝑑𝑛  (4.3) 

the center of the donor QD to the surface of the acceptor BP), Ro, the effective Förster radius, at 

which the probability of EnT is equal to the probability of native radiative or nonradiative 

processes within the QD, and n is the total dimensionality of the system.192,193  This fit yields n = 

 

Figure 4.3. (a) Decay of the PL of the QDs deposited on BP with time after excitation, for AlOx 

spacer layers of varying thickness; the legend shows the corresponding total donor-acceptor 

distances. “Native QD” corresponds to QDs deposited on AlOx without underlying BP. These 

kinetic traces are averaged across three to five measurements at separate locations on the BP 

flakes for each AlOx thickness. (b) Amplitude-averaged excitonic lifetime determined from bi-

exponential fits of the traces in (a) as a function of donor-acceptor distance. The dashed line is 

the native QD lifetime. (c) Experimental EnT efficiency, defined by eq 4.2, as a function of 

donor-acceptor distance, fit with nonlinear regression (black). Simulations of this quantity with 

(red) and without (blue) QD interactions (scattering and absorption of the electric field from 

photoexcited QDs by the surrounding QDs). 
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2.3 ± 0.3 and Ro = 11.0 ± 0.5 nm, which is 3 nm longer than the donor-acceptor distance (8 nm) 

corresponding to the minimum thickness of AlOx required to stabilize BP (3 nm).   

4.3.3 Role of QD Interactions on Distance Dependence of EnT  

 When the donor-acceptor distance is small compared to the wavelength of the photons being 

transmitted, quasistatic image dipole theory predicts that the rate of EnT from an isolated 0D donor 

to a 3D acceptor has a distance dependence of 𝑑−3 and that this trend should still hold even in the  

presence of an encapsulation layer.194,195 The longest donor-acceptor distance in this experiment 

is ~25 nm, so the quasistatic approximation is valid. To explain the value of n (2.3 ± 0.3) we obtain 

by fitting the experimental data in Figure 4.3c to eq 4.3, we propose that the distance dependence 

of EnT in our system is influenced by scattering of the dipole fields of photoexcited QD donors by 

nearby QDs, which changes the spatial profile of the emitted electric field. From the quantum 

mechanical point of view, this scattering amounts to EnT to other QDs before absorption by BP.  

 Because it is difficult to model the system with many QDs and the acceptor analytically, we 

used finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) simulations to calculate the distance dependence of 

EnT from many photoexcited QDs to BP in two cases: (i) where the QDs interact with the electric 

field emitted by the other QDs, and (ii) where they do not. In these simulations, QDs that can 

scatter or absorb the electric field of other QDs are modeled as electric dipole sources enclosed by 

a dielectric sphere using a Lorentz model that includes the resonance response of the QD, and 

hypothetical non-interacting QDs are simply described as dipole sources without dielectric spheres 

(Figure 4.4). In both cases, we placed 100 QD dipole sources of the same magnitude and phase 

and random orientations and positions within a 200 nm  200 nm region on the alumina layer 
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(refractive index 1.7682) of varying thickness, which is comparable to the concentration of QDs 

in the experiment. A 35 nm-thick BP layer was placed below the alumina layer. We applied a 

periodic boundary condition in the x and y directions to repeat this 200 nm  200 nm unit cell. To 

describe the broadband absorption of BP, the dielectric function was modeled as a superposition 

of five Lorentz models. We note that we have not considered that the ALD-grown AlOx used in 

the experiment is not perfectly crystalline, which may result in mild absorption scattering by the 

alumina layer and therefore affect the distance dependence and Förster radius.  

 The absorption power of the BP layer was obtained and converted to the EnT rate using  

eq 4.4,   

𝑘𝐸𝑛𝑇

𝑘0
𝑄𝐷 =

𝑃𝑎𝑏𝑠
𝐵𝑃

𝑃0
𝑄𝐷        (4.4) 

where 𝑘𝐸𝑛𝑇 is the EnT rate, 𝑘0
𝑄𝐷

 is the emission rate of a native QD (the inverse of the lifetime 

multiplied by the measured quantum yield, QY of 52%), 𝑃𝑎𝑏𝑠
𝐵𝑃  is the simulated BP absorption power 

 

Figure 4.4. Schematic of FDTD simulations for the calculation of EnT efficiency with the BP 

layer (red) and alumina (grey). (a) Hypothetical noninteracting QDs are simply described as 

electric dipoles (blue arrows) of the same magnitude. (b) QDs interacting with each other (i.e., 

QDs can scatter and absorb the electric field emitted by other QDs) are described as dipole 

sources enclosed by a dielectric sphere (pink) of which the dielectric function is a Lorentz 

model.  
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in one unit cell, and 𝑃0
𝑄𝐷

 is the emission or power of the QDs in one unit cell. To consider the 

finite emission lineshape of the QDs, we calculated 𝑃𝑎𝑏𝑠
𝐵𝑃  as a weighted average of the frequency-

dependent absorption power 𝑃𝑎𝑏𝑠(𝜔), where the weight was the emission spectrum of a native QD 

(modeled as a Gaussian function with a mean at 550 nm and a standard deviation of 15 nm). In the 

case where the dipole sources were enclosed by dielectric spheres, we applied a frequency-

dependent correction factor that accounts for the change of the emitted power from the dipole–

sphere composite structure due to the response of the dielectric sphere to 𝑃𝑎𝑏𝑠(𝜔). Once we 

obtained 𝑘𝐸𝑛𝑇, the EnT efficiency is calculated with eq 4.5 (using 𝜏𝑄𝐷=10.5 ns). 

𝐸 =
𝑘𝐸𝑛𝑇

𝑘𝐸𝑛𝑇+𝑘0
𝑄𝐷

+𝑘𝑛𝑟
𝑄𝐷 =

𝑘𝐸𝑛𝑇

𝑘𝐸𝑛𝑇+1/𝜏𝑄𝐷                 (4.5) 

 Figure 4.3c (red, blue) shows the calculated EnT efficiency 𝐸 as a function of the donor-

acceptor distance. When the QDs in the simulation include dielectric spheres that allow interaction 

with the electric field emitted by the other QDs, the 𝑅0 increases from 5.93 nm to 11.1 nm, which 

agrees well with the experimental value of 11.0 nm. The distance dependence of the EnT rate is 

𝑑−3.2 for non-interacting QDs (as expected from the quasistatic image dipole theory for an isolated 

QD described above) and 𝑑−2.7 for interacting QDs, which is closer to the experimental scaling of  

𝑑−2.3±0.3.  

 The simulations suggest that we attribute the unexpectedly long Förster radius and shallow 

distance dependence of the EnT rate in the mixed dimensional BP-QD system to QD–QD 

electrodynamic interactions. When QDs interact with one another, an excited QD can transfer its 

excitonic energy in the lateral direction to the nearby QDs before the energy is absorbed by the 

BP, as illustrated by the FDTD-calculated electric field profiles in Figure 4.5.196  This interaction 

widens the area of BP that interacts with the initially excited QD, opening non-vertical channels 
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for EnT. The lengths of these channels increase sub-linearly with increasing 𝑑, thus reducing the 

overall distance dependence of the EnT rate. We note that in these simulations we did not consider 

(i) the in-plane anisotropy of BP because the dipole moments of the QDs are isotropic and (ii) the 

thickness dependence of BP because for the range of thicknesses we measured, the EnT was 

similar. 

 

Figure 4.5. FDTD simulations of the spatial profile of the magnitude of the electric field |E| 

generated by a single excited QD modeled as a dipole source enclosed by a dielectric sphere 

(a) isolated and (b) surrounded by 10 ground-state QDs (dielectric spheres). The BP and the 

alumina layer spanned the region defined by −100 𝑛𝑚 < 𝑥 < 100 𝑛𝑚, −100 𝑛𝑚 < 𝑦 <
100 𝑛𝑚, and −35 𝑛𝑚 < 𝑧 < 0 𝑛𝑚 (BP) and 0 𝑛𝑚 < 𝑧 < 3 𝑛𝑚 (alumina). The centers of all 

QDs were on the xz plane at 𝑧 = 8 𝑛𝑚. The center of the excited QD was at the origin, and the 

orientation of its dipole source was defined by spherical coordinates 𝜃 = 124° and 𝜙 = 0°. The 

figures are the slices at 𝑦 = 0 nm.  The same dielectric functions for BP, alumina, and the QDs 

as those used for the calculation of the EnT efficiency were used. 
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4.4 Experimental Methods 

4.4.1 Sample Preparation 

 CdSe quantum dots (QDs) were synthesized via a typical hot injection route,144 and two layers 

of ZnS shell were added via the SILAR method.186 The size of the QDs was determined from TEM 

micrographs that were analyzed in ImageJ, which produces a histogram of quantum dot diameters 

(Figure 4.6). The average quantum dot diameter was 4.7 nm, with a standard deviation of 0.6 nm. 

The black phosphorus (BP) flakes were mechanically exfoliated from purchased bulk crystals 

(American Elements) using scotch tape exfoliation in an inert nitrogen atmosphere. The exfoliated 

flakes were then mechanically deposited onto Si/SiO2 substrates. After AlOx deposition, the QD 

monolayer film was deposited using a self-assembling pseudo-Langmuir-Blodgett method.197 

Briefly, the sample chips are placed at the bottom of a 25 mL PTFE crucible and 2 mL of 

acetonitrile are added to submerge the sample. 60 µL of a dilute solution of CdSe/ZnS QDs in 

hexanes were carefully pipetted on the inner edge of the crucible until a self-assembled monolayer 

(and no bilayers) forms upon the surface. The crucible is then covered to allow the assembly 

 

Figure 4.6. (a) Representative TEM micrograph of the QD film. The scale bar is 10 nm. (b) 

Frequency histogram of the quantum dot diameter, with 122 total QDs measured. The 

histogram was fitted to a normal distribution, shown in red, to give an average QD diameter of 

4.7 nm with a standard deviation of 0.6 nm. 
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process to finish as the hexanes evaporate for 5 minutes and then the acetonitrile antisolvent is 

carefully pipetted out so that the QD monolayer film remains and deposits on the whole surface of 

the substrate including encapsulated BP flake. 

4.4.2 Atomic Layer Deposition 

Atomic layer deposition (ALD) encapsulation was done using a Cambridge Nanotech 

Savannah ALD system. The AlOx precursors were trimethylaluminum (TMA) and H2O. The 

growth per cycle of this AlOx process is approximately 0.1 nm per cycle. For the encapsulation, 

the first 30 cycles, corresponding to ~3 nm, were performed at 55 °C, as that is the minimum 

required procedure to suppress visible degradation.198 Because H2O plays a major role in BP 

degradation mechanisms, these first 30 cycles were preceded by 10 pulses of just TMA to 

neutralize any surface contaminants and further protect the BP from the first pulse of H2O. 

Following the first ~3 nm at 55 °C, the rest of the ALD was performed at 100 °C to reach the 

varying thicknesses that determined the donor-acceptor distances. This ALD encapsulation 

successfully passivated the BP samples used in this study, showing no visible degradation after 

several weeks (Figure 4.7). 
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4.4.3 Fluorescence Lifetime Measurements 

 Spectroscopic measurements of fluorescence lifetimes were conducted using a lab-built time-

resolved photoluminescence (TRPL) confocal microscope.199 Our microscope consists of a piezo 

scanner (NanoPI, Physik Instrumente), an APD detector (MicroPhoton Devices), and a photon 

counting board (PicoHarp300, PicoQuant) where correlation times between the excitation pulses 

and detected photons were recorded. The excitation pulses were generated from a 450-nm, 70-ps 

pulsed laser at a repetition rate of 8 MHz (Picoquant) and focused with a long working distance 

objective (0.7 NA, 100x, Mitutovo), and the detected PL was filtered with a 475-nm long-pass 

dichroic (Chroma) and a 495-nm long-pass filter (Thorlabs). Image reconstruction were carried 

out using commercial software (SymphoTime 64, PicoQuant). Lifetimes were analyzed using a 

custom-written Python script. Although the acceptor thickness has been shown to have an effect 

on fluorescence lifetime for a given donor-acceptor distance near the monolayer thickness limit,200–

 

Figure 4.7. Atomic force microscopy (AFM) micrograph of an ALD AlOx-encapsulated 

QD/BP heterostructure after at least a week in ambient exposure, showing no visible surface 

degradation. This micrograph was taken after the TCSPC experiment, so the QD film as well 

as some residue from QD deposition is visible. 
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203 there was no significant observed thickness dependence for the range of thicknesses used in 

this study (Figure 4.8).  

 Excited state lifetimes were calculated both as amplitude average lifetimes and intensity 

average lifetimes from the biexponential fits of TRPL decays. Amplitude average lifetimes are 

calculated using the formula 

𝜏𝑎𝑣𝑔,𝑎𝑚𝑝 =
∑ 𝐴𝑖𝜏𝑖

∑ 𝐴𝑖
 

while intensity average lifetimes are calculated using the formula 

𝜏𝑎𝑣𝑔,𝑖𝑛𝑡 =
∑ 𝐴𝑖𝜏𝑖

2

∑ 𝐴𝑖𝜏𝑖
 

 Both averages are shown as functions of donor-acceptor distance in Figure 4.9, and the EnT 

efficiencies calculated using both averages are shown as functions of donor-acceptor distance in 

Figure 4.10. For the amplitude-averaged EnT efficiency, the fitted data gave R0 = 11.0 ± 0.5 nm 

 

Figure 4.8. QD fluorescence lifetime dependence on BP flake thickness, showing the native 

QD fluorescence lifetime of ~10.4 ns for reference. Lifetimes were measured at an AlOx 

thickness of 3nm, corresponding to a donor-acceptor distance of ~8 nm, and then amplitude-

averaged. The range of thicknesses of the BP flakes used in this study is shaded in light purple. 
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and n = 2.3 ± 0.3 (R2 = 0.95). For the intensity average EnT efficiency, the fitted data gave R0 = 

10.8 ± 0.7 nm and n = 2.0 ± 0.3 (R2 = 0.91). 

4.4.4 FDTD Simulations 

 We used finite difference time domain (FDTD) simulations using Lumerical FDTD Solutions 

to calculate the EnT efficiency where the dipole field from photoexcited QDs can be scattered or 

 

Figure 4.9. The excited state PL lifetimes, calculated as amplitude average and intensity 

average lifetimes from the biexponential fits of the TRPL decays, as a function of donor-

acceptor distance. The blue dashed line corresponds to the amplitude average native QD 

lifetime, while the red dashed line corresponds to the intensity average native QD lifetime. 

 

 

Figure 4.10. The EnT efficiencies calculated from the amplitude average lifetimes (blue) and 

intensity average lifetimes (red) as a function of donor-acceptor distance. 
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absorbed by the other QDs and in the other case where the QDs do not interact with each other.204 

A schematic of the simulations is described in Figure 4.4. The hypothetical non-interacting QDs 

were simply described as electric dipoles (blue arrows). In the case interacting QDs, each dipole 

was enclosed with a dielectric sphere (pink sphere) to model the QDs that emit, scatter, and absorb 

radiation. The dielectric functions for the QDs amd alumina are described in the main text. To 

describe the broadband absorption of BP, the dielectric function was modeled as a superposition 

of five Lorentz models with the resonance frequency, linewidth, and oscillator strength sets 

(𝜔0, 𝛾, 𝑓𝑜𝑠𝑐) = (0.3 𝑒𝑉, 0.5 𝑒𝑉, 0.5 𝑒𝑉2), (0.5 𝑒𝑉, 1.0 𝑒𝑉, 0.5 𝑒𝑉2), (1.0 𝑒𝑉, 1.0 𝑒𝑉, 0.5 𝑒𝑉2), 

(2.0 𝑒𝑉, 1.0 𝑒𝑉, 0.5𝑒𝑉2), and (2.25 𝑒𝑉, 1.0 𝑒𝑉, 0.5 𝑒𝑉2). Mesh accuracy of 4 was chosen, and a 

finer mesh of interval 1 nm in the x and y direction and 0.5 nm in the z direction extended through 

50 nm above the QD layer and 50 nm below the BP. The simulation region spanned 1000 nm in 

the z direction, and 8 perfectly matched layers (PMLs) were placed at the top and bottom of the 

simulation region. The background medium was vacuum. In the simulations of the spatial profile 

of the magnitude of the electric field generated by a single photoexcited QD, where ground-state 

QDs were optionally present nearby, boundary conditions are not applied and the simulation region 

spanned 800 nm in the x, y, and z directions. 

4.5 Chapter Conclusion 

 In summary, we demonstrate long-range Förster-type energy transfer from a self-assembled 

monolayer of CdS/ZnS QDs to 3D BP through an AlOx encapsulation layer, with a shallow 

distance dependence of ~𝑑−2.3 and a Forster radius of 11.0 nm. We attribute the robust EnT over 

relatively long distances to electrodynamic interactions among QDs within the monolayer, which 

effectively increase the interfacial area over which the donor and acceptor couple. Correspondence 
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between experimental and simulated results suggest that specific parameters of the solid state 

donor-acceptor system – the dimensionality of both the donor and acceptor – can be tuned in order 

to lengthen the distance over which high-yield EnT occurs. Therefore, this work provides design 

principles for the sensitization of ambient-reactive materials through the encapsulation layer. More 

broadly, it provides a general theoretical framework for evaluating Förster parameters for various 

mixed dimensional systems consisting of bulk, thin-film, and self-assembled nanomaterials.  

.   
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 Padgaonkar, S.; Schafer, E., Journal of Higher Education Outreach and Engagement, in 

press. 
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5.1 Chapter Summary 

 While many science, technology, engineering, and math (STEM) outreach programs focus on 

children, relatively few efforts are dedicated to voting-age populations. These groups are important 

to reach because misinformation about science is widespread and difficult to detect, often 

preventing informed voting on science-related issues. Science with Seniors (SwS) addresses this 

critical gap by bringing science research topics and news to the most dedicated voting 

demographic, senior citizens, through informal science presentations at local senior centers in the 

greater Chicago area. Over the last three years, graduate students and postdoctoral associates 

involved in SwS have presented on a variety of current and relevant science topics. Participants in 

the program indicate on surveys that SwS has been successful because it has increased their 

understanding of the presented topics and they would attend similar programs in the future. Given 

this positive feedback, SwS demonstrates a way to bring STEM outreach and accessible science 

knowledge to older voting populations, and a general program development methodology is 

outlined so that this graduate student-led model can be implemented elsewhere. Future directions 

include program expansion, increased accessibility with online compatibility, and evaluation of 

long-term effects of this program on participants’ voting habits and appreciation of science. 

5.2 Introduction 

 The relationship between Americans and their views on science is, in general, complicated. On 

one hand, the vast majority of Americans trust scientists and believe that investment in science 

pays off in the long term.205 As a whole, Americans’ public understanding of science has generally 

increased over time.206 In contrast, Americans have become increasingly more susceptible to 

misinformation about science, a trend fueled by the increasingly important roles played by media 
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and political polarization in recent years.205 The majority of Americans share views with scientists 

on most topics, but certain issues, such as climate change or genetically modified organisms, tend 

to have large disparities between scientists and the public.207,208 Alongside this troubling trend, 

stark differences exist between different age groups on surveys measuring public understanding of 

science. More often than not, older adult Americans (aged 65+) tend to score lower than their 

younger counterparts.209 Independent of their performance on these science literacy tests, senior 

citizens tend to vote at much higher rates than other demographic age groups. In 2016, over 90% 

of senior citizens were registered to vote, and over 70% turned out to vote, in contrast with just 

over 45% for Americans ages 18-29.210 Scientific information is important in informing policy, 

but misinformation can just as easily be used to create policies by influencing voters and public 

opinion. As a result, it is crucial that this highly dedicated voting group should be properly 

informed about scientific issues, particularly those that have policy implications.  

 There are two primary ways that scientists engage the public: direct outreach (through public 

talks, conversations, or interactive activities) or citizen science (by creating projects where the 

public can contribute with data collection or analysis). While there are a number of successful 

examples in which older adults engaged in citizen science projects, this paper’s primary focus is 

to understand effective program development for science outreach with senior citizens and will 

therefore not discuss these citizen science efforts in depth.211–214 

 Currently, nearly all science, technology, engineering, and math (STEM) outreach efforts focus 

on increasing early interest in science among younger populations (children ages < 18).215–217 

STEM graduate students are often eager to volunteer in such programs, motivated by intrinsic 

emotional benefits, a desire to enhance their teaching skills for career advancement, and the 
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perceived ease and fun of teaching children.218 These programs are often short-term and low-

commitment endeavors for volunteers, involving brief lesson plans with interactive 

demonstrations, crafts, or other physical activities.217 These outreach efforts aim to instill a love 

and appreciation of science early in childhood, reinforce broad skills for their education, and 

inspire large percentages of students to pursue science-based careers.218 While this form of 

outreach is certainly important to build the next generation of scientists and emphasize informed 

science knowledge in all stages of life, it overlooks the general population of adults that are current 

eligible voters.  

 The most reliable voters in elections are senior citizens, yet to our knowledge, only two STEM 

outreach efforts have reported targeting this critical demographic. At the University of Missouri, 

the Science and Me program consisted of a novel 15-week graduate course that was designed to 

train graduate students to build effective science communication skills. Over the course of two 

years, students who participated in this program gave 62 presentations and reached over 1,000 

adults in independent living facilities, public libraries, and college reunions.219 Feedback of these 

efforts was largely positive – audience members thoroughly enjoyed the chance to learn about 

current research topics and students appreciated the chance to reach new audiences, as well as the 

ability to improve their science communication skills. Another STEM outreach program that 

targeted senior citizens consisted of a series of monthly astronomy-related lectures to a of audience 

members in senior living communities in Rochester, New York.220 This endeavor not only enriched 

the lives of seniors who grew up during a time when space science was a growing and popular 

field but also reminded participants of the importance of funding scientific research and related 

technologies. One key takeaway from this program is that it built upon existing lifelong learning 
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initiatives (LLIs) at its community partners, in which senior living communities or senior centers 

hold educational programs on various topics, such as yoga, cooking, travel, or literature. The 

overall goal of LLIs is to improve cognition (and prevent cognitive decline) by continuing to 

engage mental faculties of participants through intellectually challenging material.221 Additionally, 

LLIs promote intergenerational social interactions, prevent depression, and increase self-esteem 

and self-efficacy in decision-making processes.221–224 What is also clear from well-established 

LLIs like the Osher LLI is that the most effective instrument of lifelong learning is to promote 

reflective judgement on previously held beliefs so that these can be critically analyzed and 

independently revised if necessary.225 For reflective judgement to occur, such a format of learning 

should occur in an interactive way where a dialogue is encouraged between the student and teacher.  

 Learning from the successes and challenges of these programs, an optimal science outreach 

program for older adults would both teach a wide range of scientific topics in depth to community 

members in a long-term sustainable manner and promote reflective judgement through interactive 

and engaging formats. Such a program should seek to build a framework that can ensure the most 

civically-engaged demographic is scientifically informed by answering the following questions: 

1. What are effective ways to engage senior citizens with science outreach? 

2. How can senior citizens benefit from science outreach? 

3. How does science outreach affect the attitudes towards science and voting habits of senior 

citizens? 

 In order to fill this gap in current outreach efforts and begin to answer these questions, we 

started an initiative through a graduate student and postdoctoral associate led organization known 

as the Science Policy Outreach Taskforce (SPOT) at Northwestern University (NU) that is 
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committed to advocating for science to policymakers and the general public. We (graduate student 

members of SPOT) have developed a model program called Science with Seniors (SwS), in which 

graduate students and postdoctoral associates from NU bring their expertise to local senior centers 

and present brief, digestible science presentations on a variety of topics. While we encourage NU 

presenters to relate their talk to current science news or policies to strengthen the connection 

between a basic understanding of science and governmental decisions, as a nonpartisan 

organization, we avoid telling participants opinions or how to vote in upcoming elections. Overall, 

SwS seeks to inform participants about specific relevant science topics that impact our everyday 

lives, improve science literacy, and share an appreciation for scientific research and its outcomes, 

all of which can lead to more informed voting.  

5.3 Results and Discussion 

5.3.1 Program Development 

 In order to best reach this demographic, we chose face-to-face interactions so that we can 

readily combat misinformation, which rampantly spreads online, with personal 

conversations.226,227 We developed SwS with a two-pronged approach to establish relationships 

with both community partners and presenters, as shown in Figure 5.1. To establish community 

partners, we contact local senior homes to gauge interest in partnering with SwS. We then visit the 

partner sites to understand how our values align. After giving a trial presentation, we establish a 

set of dates for presentations to take place and advertise these events at the partner site.  
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 Alongside these efforts, we recruit presenters (STEM graduate students and postdoctoral 

associates) at NU through information sessions. Many prospective presenters have experience with 

science outreach already (primarily to children) and are especially interested in reaching new 

audiences in the greater Chicago community and a desire to grow their science communication 

skills. We train presenters by providing volunteer primers, which describe strategies for successful 

presentations, and past successful presentations. After presentations at the senior centers, we 

distribute surveys to solicit feedback from the participants to evaluate the program and continue 

 

Figure 5.1. Program development steps to build relationships with community partners and 

presenters for a senior citizen-focused science outreach program.  
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advertising future presentations. Much of the feedback suggests future topics of interest and we 

recruit presenters with expertise in these topics. Other feedback about how the program can be 

improved, such as presentation style, is incorporated in the training step. Expansion to new senior 

centers is possible after having established a successful track record with the initial community 

partners. After the presentations, we also debrief with the presenters and solicit feedback on how 

to improve the program from a presenter perspective. This feedback is incorporated in the training 

and recruiting steps as well.  

5.3.2 Community Partners 

 We established community partnerships with two local senior centers. In June 2017, we 

partnered with the Covenant Home in Andersonville, a northern neighborhood of Chicago. In 

December 2018, we partnered with the Levy Center in Evanston. The population of the Levy 

Center is comprised of independent community members since it is a daytime center, while the 

Covenant Home is a live-in senior residential home. While there are certainly differences in the 

demographic makeup and cognition capacity of seniors in each of these locations, we did not 

collect this information during the course of this program evaluation period because we used 

anonymized surveys to gather feedback. To build on this progress in the future as a science 

education research project, we would be interested in studying the differences in science literacy 

and overall understanding as a consequence of these presentations between the senior center 

populations and evaluating if personal characteristics (age, education, gender, cognitive health) 

play a role in individual attendance and behavior. 
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5.3.3 Format 

 Our presenters consist of graduate students 

and postdoctoral associates who have 

demonstrated interest in our program by 

attending a recruiting information session. One 

or two volunteers sign up for a date to present, 

which occur monthly at each center, as seen in 

Figure 5.2. Our volunteers originate from a 

diverse range of STEM departments throughout 

the university, including chemistry, biology, 

physics, astronomy, earth science, materials science and engineering, medicine, biomedical 

engineering, sociology, psychology, and other departments. Volunteers choose a topic of their 

choice, which can be related to their scientific research or simply of interest to them. Presentation 

materials focused on a variety of types of science, including brain-machine interfaces, lab-grown 

meat, antibiotic resistance, animal skin patterns, QLED TVs, climate change, MRIs, and more, 

again reflecting the broad subject matter studied by the NU volunteers that presented. Since the 

program’s inception in 2017, we have had 54 unique presenters, with 31% of those returning to 

present more than once.  

 Our volunteers prepare 15-20 minute talks (typically in, but not limited to, a traditional slide 

format) with ample time for questions. We train the volunteers to refine the talks to be accessible 

for senior citizens. To help presenters prepare, we provide a volunteer primer with population-

specific considerations along with sample slides from well-received presentations. The primer 

 

Figure 5.2. A graduate student presenting on 

lab-on-chip technologies to seniors at the 

Levy Center in January 2019. 
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consists of several tips that we feel are vital for effective science communication to non-science 

audiences, described in Table 5.1. 

Table 5.1. Advice for NU Volunteers. 

Frame the talk around interesting, engaging 

questions. 

Keep in mind that these participants do not 

regularly attend science talks and may need to be 

persuaded that your content interests or relates to 

them. For example, “Why should you care about 

solar cells?” is more effective than “What are 

solar cells?” 

Keep the presentation relatively broad and non-

technical. 

Give an overview of the topic and introduce the 

relevancy of this topic into the participants’ lives. 

Don’t assume prior knowledge. 

It is encouraged to define what scientists may 

perceive as simple concepts, even things like what 

the periodic table is and how electricity works. 

Some of the participants may not have formally 

studied anything science-related since high school 

50+ years ago. Never use field-specific jargon. 

Give historical context for your field. 

Additional historical context and landmark events 

can help the participants connect more to the topic 

and your research. It also helps them appreciate 

the growth of your topic over time, and how far 

the field may have progressed. 

Consider why they should know or care about the 

topic. 

Think about these questions: Can they use it in 

their lives? Does it help people? Will their kids, 

grandkids, or future generations be impacted by 

it? As scientists, we may not test the relevance of 

your research in our daily lab work-life, but this 

potential impact is likely why the research is 

funded and how a lay audience can understand it. 

Tie your topic to current news stories. 

Many residents follow the news closely and will 

both understand more complex topics easier and 

remember the content of a presentation better if 

they can connect it to current events.  

Connect your talk to policy. 

Find recent policies, proposed budgets, recently 

introduced bills, or forth-coming policy changes 

that are relevant to the presentation. Explain the 

impact of policy on the field and how the 

participants can affect a change without endorsing 

any particular decisions, candidates, or political 

parties. 

Make the presentation interactive. 

Are there any props that may help increase 

understanding? Is there an interactive 

demonstration that could bring clarity to the 

narrative? Alternatively, consider creating a 

presentation that is primarily an interactive 

demonstration with an underlying message. 
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Be prepared to answer questions. 

Don’t expect to have all the answers, especially 

when they are unrelated to the field, but we as 

scientists are an advocate for science in general. 

We need to learn how to step out of our comfort 

zones and be willing to talk about science outside 

of our area of expertise. This program should be 

used as a time to practice and develop these skills. 

Be sure to enjoy yourself! 

The participants love talking to visitors. Being 

friendly and honest about your scientific 

knowledge also will show them that scientists are 

human, too. 

 

5.3.4 Methods of Program Evaluation 

 To understand the impact and effectiveness of SwS in its aims, we designed and distributed 

anonymized surveys to participants after every presentation, as shown in Table 5.2. First, the 

surveys were designed to assess the degree of accessibility and communication of the content 

shared by the presenters. We asked if the presentations were helpful or engaging and increased 

participants’ understanding of science topics. We not only received direct feedback on volunteers’ 

efforts to communicate and engage participants effectively but also learned if presentations 

increased overall interest in science and willingness to participate in similar programs in the future. 

Another purpose was to understand the attitudes of participants to scientific research and levels of 

civic engagement. Although anonymized feedback may lead to more honest feedback,228 one 

limitation is that we could not track individual behavioral changes over time. Future studies would 

benefit from collecting personal information to evaluate specific changes in participants’ attitudes 

towards science and if participation in the program leads to perceived changes in voting behavior. 

Table 5.2. Sample survey given to participants at senior centers after presentations. 
Questions 1-5 were asked on a 5-point Strongly Disagree-Strongly Agree scale. Questions 6-7 were 

asked with a Yes-No scale. Question 7a was open-ended. 

1 This program increased my understanding of the presented topic. 
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2 The presentation on the presented topic was helpful and engaging. 

3 The presenters were knowledgeable about the topic(s). 

4 Basic science is important and needs to be funded. 

5 I am a consistent voter in local, state, and federal elections. 

6 Would you be interested in further information on these topics? 

7 Would you attend a similar program in the future? 

7a If yes, what scientific topics would you like to see covered? 

 

5.3.5 Outcomes and Feedback 

 Figure 5.3 shows our program has been largely successful in its aims. Over the course of a 

year of presentations at the Levy Center (December 2018 – December 2019), the survey feedback 

(n=202) indicates that 90% of survey respondents agreed that presentations increase their 

understanding of the topic and 92% indicated that they will return to the program. During the 

course of the 13 months of the presentations when these data were collected, we enjoyed steady 

attendance of 7-20 participants per session. Feedback collected from the Covenant Home (n=132) 

was largely similar to that of the Levy Center indicating the overall generalizability of the program: 

78% agreed that the presentations increased their understanding of the topic and 83% reported that 

they would attend similar programs in the future. While the disparity between levels of agreement 
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in the two centers may stem from the demographic makeup and cognitive abilities, additional 

research would directly investigate this relationship.  

 To further examine the program’s reach and its potential impact on voting and science 

appreciation as specified in the aims, we asked participants about their voting habits and belief in 

the importance of science funding. While this measure did not explicitly probe the change in these 

behaviors as a function of the program, it did allow us to understand the opinions of the audience. 

We found that our participants consistently vote in elections (91% agree), which agrees with the 

expected voting rate for this age group nationwide. Finally, we found that our participants believe 

in the importance of science funding (95% agree), which suggests that participants who already 

 

 

Figure 5.3. Survey feedback from 202 responses collected from December 2018 to December 

2019 at the Levy Center. 
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have interest in science (and therefore positive attitudes about science) may be more likely to 

attend our sessions. This predisposition is an expected limitation, as our program is an optional 

event at each center. Future iterations of this program might be interested in evaluating how these 

results may change in settings where pre-existing attitudes towards science may not be as friendly.  

5.3.6 Lessons Learned 

 In creating SwS, we set out to answer the following questions: 

1. What are effective ways to engage senior citizens with science outreach? 

2. How can senior citizens benefit from science outreach? 

3. How will science outreach affect the attitudes towards science and voting habits of senior 

citizens? 

In the early years of SwS, we have been most successful at answering Question 1. Along the 

way, we learned several important lessons about this type of senior citizen-centered STEM 

outreach throughout its early years of development. Understanding the best way to tailor a talk to 

a given audience is crucial and framing an argument is key in winning over an audience.229 In early 

sessions of our program, we experimented with several formats to understand which method works 

best. Some early talks tended to be too pedagogical and attempted to cover excessive detailed 

information. The result was a communication barrier between the presenter and the participants 

which prevented a productive conversation. Other early presentations tried to borrow aspects from 

STEM outreach and education designed for children, such as a number of interactive activities that 

involved mobility and dexterity.217 We did not initially anticipate these population-specific 

considerations for an older audience to include in our training and developed an optimal format 

after several months of trial and error. 
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 We learned that the most useful format for everyone involved was informal talks with a large 

number of visual aids to reinforce complex concepts. As a result of this change, the participants 

have been consistently and highly engaged during sessions and have asked many questions 

throughout presentations. We encourage this type of interaction since it has marked a shift from a 

pedagogical to conversational program. This type of interaction has led to successful outcomes in 

established LLIs because it promotes reflective thinking and more engaged learning.223,225 We are 

optimistic that this conversational approach of SwS will be similarly successful, although further 

research, as described below, will be needed to evaluate if this format can lead to increased science 

literacy. 

 Additionally, we are starting new dialogues and forging new relationships that would not have 

been formed without SwS. Although our content has been primarily tailored to a lay audience level, 

we found that even participants who may have had expertise in a certain area have been receptive 

to the content being presented. For example, a participant who was a retired biology professor was 

eager to contribute his own understanding on talks regarding CRISPR, GMOs, and antibiotics, 

leading to a productive and useful conversation where both parties learned something new. These 

talks are learning experiences for the presenters as well, and they often remark that they too have 

learned how to think about their research from a new angle and answer questions in a clear manner 

from the comments and unexpected questions that arise during the discussion portion of the 

session. Frequently, participants asked questions that connected the presentation content to 

unconventionally-related topics, such as news stories, personal accounts, and other types of 

science, leading to exciting new discussions. As a result, SwS sessions have evolved to become 

mutually beneficial dialogues for both presenters and participants. One presenter summarized this 
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sentiment adequately (also seen in Table 5.3), explaining, “The prevailing mindset about seniors 

is that they can only understand so much. But my audience surprised me with so many technical 

questions and threw around terminology and technology that I had not heard of before. It was a 

learning experience that went both ways.” 

 One shortcoming of our program evaluation is that we did not holistically answer Question 2. 

It is clear that senior citizens have benefited from a self-reported improvement in understanding 

of scientific topics, but there may be more benefits. As reported in prior LLIs, these types of 

lectures have the potential to improve cognitive ability, self-esteem, and overall wellbeing.222,223 

It would be interesting to understand if there are other benefits to SwS beyond increased 

appreciation for science. For example, could these lectures be incorporated in a more holistic 

curriculum or integrated in other LLIs for maximum overall benefit? 

 Finally, further work will have to be done to rigorously probe Question 3. In this article, we 

have described the development of a sustainable STEM outreach program in SwS. A logical next 

step would be to use it as a platform to investigate its role on science literacy and voting habits as 

a science education research project. We might study this by mandating surveys prior to and after 

presentations to measure a change in scientific understanding. This step could be further 

supplemented by asking specific questions covered in the topic to obtain a more accurate and non-

self-reported way to probe scientific literacy. Although we have currently only collected 

anonymized feedback, collecting personal information could be used to track the progress of 

individuals to measure long-term improvements in science literacy. To measure changes in voting 

behavior, which could be difficult to directly probe, we might ask supplemental questions after an 
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election to understand if the presentations had any perceived impact on their decision-making 

process, especially about science-related issues. 

 With the results and lessons gained from SwS, we can put forth several recommendations to 

guide future STEM outreach programs that seek to focus on older adult populations:  

1. Seek community partners with goals that align with program goals, such as established 

LLIs. 

2. Spend the necessary amount of time on training presenters prior to sessions to maximize 

the potential impact of the content. 

3. Make time to chat informally with residents before and after presentations to humanize 

scientists and build relationships. 

4. Foster a dialogue between the presenter and participants by creating a comfortable space 

for questions and discussion.  

5. Seek suggestions for program improvement from both presenters and participants. 

5.3.7 Future Outlook 

 In addition to the ways outlined above to probe the original questions more rigorously, we have 

other plans to further improve the program moving forward. We plan on partnering with more 

senior centers and incorporating more medically related talks (which have been heavily requested) 

by recruiting more presenters from the NU Feinberg School of Medicine. Based on our success 

establishing this program to multiple locations, we are optimistic that this model can be expanded 

to other locations, such as public libraries or community centers, to reach a broader audience of 

voting-age adults. We are also in the process of making presented talks available online so that 

participants can access this information after the sessions and can continue the conversation about 
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science elsewhere. These online resources would be accompanied by an optional online version of 

the survey to further evaluate any learning that occurs beyond our direct presence. A long-term 

vision for this program is that these conversations expand and proliferate outside of presentation 

sessions so that participants talk and think critically about science as they encounter it elsewhere 

in their lives, such as on the news or in the voting booth. We are exploring other ideas to build 

more actively engaging environments. These formats include disseminating reading guides or case 

studies to participants beforehand and having participants lead small group-based discussions after 

presentations.  

 An additional benefit was that the SwS program improved science communication skills of the 

presenters. Although we did not explicitly measure this improvement during the early development 

of SwS, we have received unsolicited anecdotal feedback from presenters, along with the tendency 

for presenters to talk and take part in SwS multiple times: 31% of our presenters return to the 

program and give more than one presentation. As a result, we have recently begun to monitor this 

trend by distributing open-ended surveys to collect self-evaluations from presenters. Table 5.3 

shows some early feedback from presenters from personal experiences with SwS. 

Table 5.3. Presenter Feedback. 
"The prevailing mindset about seniors is that they can only understand so much. But my audience 

surprised me with so many technical questions and threw around terminology and technology that I had 

not heard of before. It was a learning experience that went both ways"  

"I've been working on outreach for a while now and this definitely reinforced my belief in the 

importance of disseminating scientific findings to a broader audience."  

"SwS has made me realize how important (and difficult!) it is to explain your research in accessible 

terms and to make the topic exciting/relevant to others. I also feel more confident in my speaking 

skills!"  

"It really showed that sci comm is much more versatile than I generally think--you truly do have to 

cater it to audiences."  

"I realized that outside of classrooms and scientific conferences, it's important to take a step back from 

detailed explanations and focus more on what research has accomplished and why it is important." 
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  Academic education of graduate and postdoctoral researchers does not always emphasize 

science presentation skills to a lay audience because research communication to peer scientists in 

their field is a greater priority. By presenting with SwS, volunteers gain valuable science 

communication skills and experience in how to tailor science talks to people with a wide range of 

science backgrounds. These tools are urgently important to early-career scientists and engineers 

so that the network of scientifically-literate, voting-age people continues to grow in the future. The 

communication skills developed by presenters during SwS sessions are likely to help them in future 

outreach events and in a professional context beyond science outreach.218  

 Finally, we plan to encourage more general feedback about the program to further improve 

SwS. By engaging all participants, including presenters, in shaping the program, we can meet 

mutual needs and increase its impact on the community. We are hopeful that SwS continues on its 

path of sustainable long-term growth and is viewed by the NU community as a useful learning 

experience valuable to all STEM researchers and by the broader community as a trustworthy, 

accessible, and engaging program.  

5.4 Chapter Conclusion 

 In summary, this chapter describes the development, methodology, and analysis of a graduate 

student-led program to bring STEM outreach to senior citizens, a demographic that is historically 

overlooked for STEM outreach and the most dedicated voting bloc. Survey results indicate that 

program participants in SwS gain a better understanding of the presented subjects and enjoy 

coming back to future programs. SwS has been successful in its early aims of establishing 

relationships with senior centers and developing the right format of presentations for this audience, 
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and it builds a framework for future studies to investigate the long-term effects of this type of 

programming on attitudes towards science and eventually voting habits.  
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 Adapted from:  

 Padgaonkar, S.; Olding, J. N.; Lauhon, L. J.; Hersam, M. C.; Weiss, E. A., Accounts of 

Chemical Research, 2020, 53 (4), 763-772. 
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6.1 Dissertation Summary 

 This dissertation describes the control of the photophysical properties of MDHJs through three 

different strategies: i) interfacial morphology, ii) responsivity to external stimuli, and iii) use of 

chemically reactive 2D materials. In Chapter 1, the current state of MDHJ research is assessed, 

namely primary studies of the interfacial photophysics at the MDHJ interface and early 

optoelectronic applications of MDHJs in detection, photovoltaics, and catalysis. In Chapter 2, the 

rate of charge recombination between 0D phthalocyanine (Pc) molecules and 2D MoS2 is 

controlled by the orientation of the molecules on the 2D surface. The lifetime of the charge-

separated state lasts as long as 70 ns in CuPc/MoS2 heterojunctions, which is a factor of 17 longer 

than in H2Pc/MoS2 heterojunctions. This long-lived charge separation is attributed to the different 

orientations of the molecules on the surface of MoS2; CuPc lies face-on, which facilitates stacking 

of the CuPc molecules and allows holes to migrate away from the interface, but H2Pc lies both 

edge-on and face-on. In Chapter 3, the photoluminescence intensity of CdSe QDs is controlled by 

using different wavelengths of light to switch the isomer of bound photochromic FFC ligands. UV 

and visible light switch the FFC between “closed” and “open” isomers, and photo-excited QDs 

transfer electrons to these different isomers at different rates. The photoluminescence of QDs is 

reversibly switched by over 80% through at least six illumination cycles. In Chapter 4, a scheme 

is demonstrated to enable the photosensitization of chemically-reactive BP using a long-range EnT 

from a self-assembled film of CdSe/ZnS QDs through a protective alumina encapsulation layer. 

The rate of EnT is dependent on the variable thickness of the alumina encapsulation layer. The 

EnT dependence on energy donor-acceptor distance scales as ~d-2.3, which is shallower than a 

predicted scaling of ~d-3 from Förster theory for a 0D donor to 3D acceptor. Electrodynamics 

simulations posit that this EnT is enables by the interactions of QDs among one another in the self-
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assembled film through dipole field scattering, which increases the interaction area of coupling 

between donor and acceptor. 

6.2 Future Directions  

 MDHJs present a means to obtain superlative performance in optoelectronic applications, such 

as detectors, photovoltaics, and catalysis. Beyond this short-term opportunity, MDHJs also have 

the potential to exhibit new and exotic behavior through the combination of different aspects of 

their nature as nanoscale materials, including quantum confinement and electronic hybridization. 

Because of their hypersensitivity to surface chemistry due to large surface-to-volume ratios, 

MDHJs are extremely responsive to small physical changes in themselves and their environment. 

By leveraging this hypersensitivity, control of the physical parameters in MDHJs can lead to 

emergent properties that can lead to new optoelectronic applications. This thesis describes projects 

that control three different physical parameters in MDHJs: interfacial morphology, response to 

external stimuli, and chemically reactive materials. This section suggests more ways to develop 

control of these parameters to tune rates of charge and energy transfer and also posits other means 

to tune physical parameters in order to achieve emergent phenomena in MDHJs: exciton 

delocalization, spin selectivity, and quantum emission. 

6.2.1 Interfacial Morphology 

Molecular orientation at mixed-dimensional interfaces affects interfacial exciton dissociation 

and recombination rates through electronic coupling,21 and the orientation of components affects 

interfacial energy transfer rates through relative orientations of the dipole moments of the donor 

and acceptor, Figure 6.1a.44 While the interactions in these examples are governed by van der 

Waals forces, covalent linkages to tether 0D materials to 2D materials through molecular bridges 
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will likely allow for greater control of the molecular orientation, interfacial distance, and excitonic 

behavior at the heterointerface. Furthermore, certain organic molecules orient in epitaxially 

specific ways on the surface of 2D materials.230 This behavior could be further probed by ultrafast 

scanning tunneling microscopy studies to understand if interfacial excitons emerge at 

crystallographically pristine interfaces and if rates and yields of charge transfer depend on this 

epitaxy. For nanocrystals, one major challenge toward achieving pristine interfaces is the 

polydispersity of as-synthesized low-dimensional materials, which limit carrier transport, but 

improvements in synthetic schemes to improve monodispersity may provide a solution.231  

 
 

Figure 6.1. Outlook for MDHJs. (a) Interfacial morphological effects on exciton dynamics by 

controlling orientation and interlayers. (b) Synthetic tunability of the 0D component to be 

responsive to external stimuli. (c) Exploitation and suppression of ambient reactivity in 2D 

materials. (d) Mechanistic studies of exciton delocalization as a function of chemically 

modified interlayers. (e) Spin selectivity of carrier transfer across heterointerfaces. (f) Single 

photon emission through chemical control of defect states.  
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6.2.2 Response to External Stimuli 

 The components of MDHJs are particularly sensitive to external stimuli because the thin 2D 

substrate incompletely absorbs light and can be readily modulated by gate-induced electric fields, 

thus presenting opportunities for dynamically controlling the behavior of MDHJs. This control 

could occur slowly relative to the electronic processes in the junction, in which case the application 

is likely to be optical or electrical switching. On the other hand, if the switching occurs on the 

same timescale as the electronic processes in the heterojunction, the resulting non-equilibrium 

system could display emergent behaviors. The most obvious “knob” to turn within the 

heterojunction is the set of organic molecules that serve as either 0D materials or interfacial layers, 

as the conformations and degrees of conjugation of these molecules can be designed to be 

responsive to external stimuli such as light, temperature, and pH, Figure 6.1b. For instance, pH-

responsive polymers have been used to encapsulate MoS2 nanoparticles for sensing applications 

based on pH changes enabled by energy transfer since MoS2 acts as an efficient exciton sink.232 In 

another example, photoswitchable molecules such as diarylethenes that change their optical 

absorbance and orbital energy levels upon photoexcitation could drive changes in the charge 

transport behavior of 2D materials, thereby presenting opportunities for optical memory 

systems.233 Use of molecules that switch on faster timescales through, for example, 

electrocyclization, could allow the properties of 2D materials to be tuned both reversibly and 

dynamically, allowing light to be used in an analogous manner to the electric fields that are 

commonly used to gate 2D materials.  
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6.2.3 Chemically Reactive 2D Materials 

 While TMDCs, namely MoS2, have been the main focus of early studies, the potential of many 

other 2D semiconductors remains untapped, particularly those that are ambient-reactive such as 

black phosphorus (BP), chromium iodide (CrI3), and indium selenide (InSe), Figure 6.1c. Towards 

this end, the long-term ambient stabilization of chemically reactive 2D materials has been 

demonstrated using alumina encapsulation through atomic layer deposition and chemical 

passivation with covalent adsorbates such as aryl diazonium radicals.34–36 Because conventional 

approaches to form heterostructures with solution-processed materials such as spin-coating or 

layer-by-layer techniques are not likely to be compatible with ambient-reactive materials, one 

unfulfilled opportunity lies in the development of methods to deposit 0D or 1D materials to form 

MDHJ architectures. Importantly, long-range energy transfer (on the scale of tens of nm, which is 

an order of magnitude longer than energy transfer in 0D-0D systems) has been observed with 

several ambient-stable 2D materials as acceptors,39,40 so sensitization by a 0D or 1D nanostructure 

or molecule can still occur through an encapsulation layer. By expanding the range of low-

dimensional materials within MDHJs, new possibilities for both fundamental studies and 

technological applications can be anticipated in this fast-growing research area.  

6.2.4 Exciton Delocalization 

 Organic molecules can be used to tune the quantum confinement of low-dimensional 

semiconductors. One striking example is phenyldithiocarbamate (PTC) and its derivatives. Post-

synthetic treatment of QDs with PTC reduces the optical bandgap of metal-chalcogenide QDs by 

up to 1 eV without changing the physical size of the QDs234 through mixing of the frontier orbitals 

of PTC with the delocalized states of the QD valence band. This delocalization results in sub-
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picosecond hole extraction by hole acceptors linked to QDs with PTC, 235 and enhanced exciton 

transport in QD films.236 Ligands of this type could be used to increase the electronic coupling at 

0D/2D interfaces and, depending on the relative energy levels of the linker and the bands of the 

semiconductor materials, selectively enhance either hole or electron transport in-plane or across 

the heterointerface, Figure 6.1d. Similarly, 2D materials can be functionalized with exciton 

delocalizing ligands during colloidal synthesis, delocalizing molecules as surfactants during liquid 

phase exfoliation, or chemical treatment after fabrication of ultrathin films. Another option for 

selectively controlling confinement of either the electron or hole within a 0D material is the use of 

a core-shell architecture where the core and shell have a type-II heterojunction configuration, a 

technique that has been used extensively to stabilize QDs.237  

6.2.5 Spin Selectivity 

 MDHJs also provide opportunities for manipulating the electron spin degree of freedom. A 

magnetically active overlayer/adlayer/encapsulant would interact with the entirety of an atomically 

thin monolayer 2D material, potentially mixing spin states and inducing a strong optomagnetic 

response that could be reconfigured with external magnetic fields. In this context, chiral molecules 

could serve as spin-selective interlayers for charge transfer, Figure 6.1e,238 as has been 

demonstrated in QD-QD assemblies.239 Spin-selective carrier transfer within a MDHJ would 

enable the creation of spin polarization in the acceptor material following unpolarized electrical or 

optical injection into the donor material. Chiral effects could also be incorporated beyond 

molecular systems, such as the case of chiral TMDC quantum dots, which have high potential as 

spin filters in spintronic applications.240 Other 2D materials that have layer-dependent magnetic 

ordering, such as CrI3, could also be used in this context.37 These electrically tunable ferromagnets 
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could potentially be utilized to control spin-sensitive photophysical behavior within adsorbed 

chromophores, such as intersystem crossing rates.  

6.2.6 Quantum Emission 

 Finally, controlling excitonic confinement to produce single-photon (or quantum) emission 

from localized states is also of interest for quantum information sciences.241 Wide-bandgap 2D 

materials, such as hexagonal boron nitride, have been physically altered to engineer strain in 

controlled locations for single-photon defect emission.242 In addition, covalent functionalization 

of MoS2 with organohalides leads to lower-energy defect emission,243 and similar treatments may 

alter the surfaces of 2D materials to create chemically tailored quantum emitters, Figure 6.1f, that 

are analogous to the tunable emission that has been achieved with carbon nanotubes.244 Low-

dimensional materials are particularly well suited for this application because the proximity of 

defects to the surface makes them chemically addressable and increases the yield of photon 

extraction.  
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